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EDITORIAL—
HE first of a series of articles biarihg on agricultural matter, in Kentucky and elsewhere, written by Mr. Newma
n.
is published in this issue. ,In this article Mr. Newma
n discusses the question of "silos." He has given his
time and energy
,unsparingly- towards . the promotion of farmer
s' interests. Mr.
Newman's articles will prove very valuable to the
readers of this .
magazine section.
The article in this issue on Kentucky's Capitol
was written
by Honorable Francis B. Douglas, the able
private *secretary of
Governor McCreary. Governor McCreary has
been fortunate in
the selection of his assistants, as Messrs. Douglas
and Bozman, his
secretaries, are capable and efficient young men.
His marshal, the
Honorable G. T.- Farris, has by reason of his
courtesy and ability gained great popularity. The history of the
State Capitol was -.
compiled by Mr. George A. Lewis, Superi
ntendent of" Public,
Printing.
_ The high favor with Which this magaziner_acctioo is being received by siewspairr men and the public in
general is shown by•
the following lettel:
•
OWENSBORO INQUIRER
Owensboro, Kentucky, August 9, 1913
THE ASSOCIATED PUBLISHERS CO.,
501 Provident Bank Bldg..
Cincinnati, 0. . _._
Gentlemen: Every Publisher who belongs
to the As,ociated
Publishers Company has a right to be proud
delighted with, the initial issue of the monthlof, and doubtless is
y
magazine. It is
not necessary that the general appearance
and quality be eulogized.
for they are qualities that stand out on every
page
"like a house
a fire."
It is up to the publishers now to mainta
laticin for their publications, that will give thisin a quality of circagreat publication the
field for usefulness which, its splendill charac
exert. Looking over the list of publications ter will permit it to
represented, it seems
to me that Kentucky is covered like a
t and an every instance
in each community by a paper of highblanke
standing.
There is no publication issued which
territory as this one does Kentucky. ‘Vith so completely covers a
advertisers, it seems to us that the financi this fact clearly before
al future of this publication is indeed most promising.
You shall have our hearty cooperation in
promoting such a
splendid enterprise.
Yours truly,
OWENSBORO INQUIRER.
By Lawrence W. Hager.
Mgr.
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in western Kentucky as the "lienders-ii
. grant" copied in IS.,+. And Atkilii..14.
po ft iii.oli tli it
-beginning at the mouth of Gree
%% ikon. Governor.- II. L. Brittlfry_ Stel
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of. Attosso, G.ileist. -and Edwin Farl
rt ml‘-i;eiiiiilla
ey, Treat- be, with a portico in front .4 it, supported by
the river,
user
six columns of the Ionic iinter
Upon the first floor are located file
'their Capill4 IN a building of whic
rooms and
The General Assembly- of , P,04 apor
h all Kenthe offices of the Departments of
oriated
tuckians may indeed 11 proud, and
Agriculture, $1.000,000 for the erec
is a Splet,.hd
tion ."of the present new
Insurance. Land. Education. Adju
testim°mai to the .great ability, arlil
tant General, - capitol iSnilding,
liC I' A
and upon invesogation the _collo
Confederate Pensions, Tuberculosis
taste_ and honesty of the commissi
Commission, missi((((es* 'found
on that
the old site inadequate for
and Custodian, as well as the room
stro
cted it.
,
s of the His- , the building whic
h was Proposed to he erecleil,
torical Society and Ladies' Rece
The powers of the government
ption. All these and Governor
of the 1. -,iBeck
ham
convened the General nionweal
apartments. except Education Ovhictus
th of I(coittalty _aro di„iske into
_ftnisherL--Assetwitty•-iw--extr
tile
itrrditrair !tilos!' to- scInstder
- In mahogany) are finished in oak
distinct departments; each of
and furnished ---- the site favoredb
them confined to,
y the conmossion. in 1905. and
with the same. On the seco
a separate body of magistra
nd floor are the a new site
cy as follows: - The, Arrwas chosen about_ one. milt sout
executive offices.. viz.: Governor's.
h.oL 4A,.-,;lat;ye, the —Etectit
Secretary of 'the old building
ive - and the Judicial.
, on a prominent plot of about
tata, Auditor, Attorney-General
and Treasurer. forty acres.
Legislative power is vested in
admirably located for the huild
a House of Repthe walls Of all _of which are hung
inif i esentatives, consisti
with velvet
Grou
ng of 100 members, and
nd
was
brok
en
on August 14, 1905 and the
and handsomely furnished in mahogany
.the Senate. consisting of
. On
work begun. The session ,of 1906
38 members. These
this floor are also the office of the Cler
appropriated__ Ana _bodi"' see
styled "The Gene
k of the $250.000 addi,iond for marb
le
ral Assembly
inter
-Court.O1 Appeals, the Court Room,
ior
and
gran
'board Rec.'', iic -:clumrs.
of the Commonwealth of Kent
ucky." The term
Law Library. Judge: Co. _of office for the House
,.
of Representatives is .
•Yarious other appro-,
sultation and private chant•
fsvo years. the _Senate four
,
years. The EXeC11p.ia
tions were made. unbens and State Reception
- sive Dcpartment consists
of the Govern() . Lieu Rooms. The third floor is
tenant Governor, Treasure
r. Auditor of Public
devoted mainly--to the halls
Accounts. Register of
_
Land Office. Commisof legislation, cloak, cornsioner of- Agriculture, Lab•ir
-.
and Statistics, Seernittee and retiring rooms,
_
retaiv of State. Attorney-Gcn
:hough the Miscellaneous
esal
oml Soperifftendent of Publ
' Library, Library Commisic Instruction. Officers are elect;ion. -State Inspeztor and
eil for a term of four years.
Examiner, Court Reporter,.
CoMmissioner _ _AL._Banking
.
,
---and
---the, Prelent, Adramis:Ta
tion sand-Superintendent of Pubav-as. installed in office
Dveereher---15.----t911.
:it -Printing have—quarters
The
. qualifications tor the Exec
*pot. this floor. -- u;_
• five Office are, that
In April, 1792, a conventhey
-hall all be at _least thir
tioia---assemblesi at Danville
ty
. years of age and shall
and prepared a Coristitutio- have
been
of Government: and 011 tA .
a resident of the State
at !east two years next
fourth day of the following
be-fore- the election. Ther
June, the territory theretoe is.
howe
ver.
:ore known as West Fines'san additional qualificat
ion
in the_ office of the
tle County. Virginia. was adAttorney-Gen, -al. who shall have
mitted into the Federal Unbeen a practiclawyer at least , eight
, ion as a sovereign State, the
years bei
-i•
his election.
Corn.noawealth of Kentucky.
1 '
Judicial power 'of
On Monday. the fourth of
the Commonwealth, both as to
June succeeding, the. first
matters of lay. and
equi
ty. is vested in the
session of the First General
Senate o hen
sitting, as a Cour
Assembly was held at Leat of Impeachment,
and/
a
Supr
eme
Court now styled the
ington, the seat of govern-Cour(
of Appeals," which
ment of the new State. and
consists of seven
judges. ekcted from vari
'on the fifth of November
ous districts in the
Stat
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of the Same year the second
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rk of. the
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in prison, he fought straign .h.ough until Gen. He erected thirty-seven buildings in the Fair
Lee surrendered. He was oie o. Gen. MorGrounds. In 1910 he was given a leave of abJames B. McCreary was born in Madison
gan's cavalry, and such was hi_ courage and
sence to put on the First Insular Fair and Exinty, Ky., and all his life his home has been
knowledge of men am; milkers- matters he
position for the governmen. in Porto Rico.
there,
- =-17mft
his=returned to his hours. towtr-fenir-lfek-r* Met
A jou,
command of his regimen,..
"ember electi - ino 1911 , he was elected Cot.
ho.1
=
county chose him to, represent them in
His private life firs _been ever clean and
missioner of Agriculture. Labor and Statistics,
the_lower house of the General Assemblya_
...
pure, and his long political record hal—been
CommisSitMe, or Agriculture he is ea-Kentucky, and since that time mos. o: h is Me
scanned by his opoonents with a thoroughness officio chairman of the State Board of Agriculhis been devoted to the service o: the people
of political ene- lure, •vhicli his in charge the annual State
or his county and his state in the highs, offices that only the zel and energy
mies Could shov, end that record is today. Fair, and is also ex-officio chairman of the
hat were with* their gift.
without spot eve stain. straight and unblemished. " State - Live Stock Sanitary Board. The work
Twice have the people of. his native state
He is now s candidate for the United States of the Department of Agriculture under his
elected him Governor, and he is now serving
Senate, and if elected he can serve out • his full
administration has been directed toward a
his second term. In 1907 the - Republican party
term as Governor before he takes his seat as greater educational development of the' agribecame dominant in Kentucky. Augustus E.
Senator.
cultural population. The State Fair is recogWillson had been elected Governor by a maGovernor McCreary, although a man of dignized as a fundamental educational institution.
jority of 18,000. The Democratic party, torn
nity, is without frills, a modest, scholarly man, The Corn Club work has been organized and
by factions and temporarily demoralized by
easy of approach. He is a man of the people
put upon a plane that is adding a great deal
defeat, was ponerleft, end it seemed impossible
who has never betrayed a trust nor turned_ his of twelfth to the state's resources. More than
for it to, muster sufficireht stresegtlt to win in
back upon a friend.
five hundred boys raised 60"bushels or more
1911.
of corn to the acre last year in Kentucky, and
But as the time for that 'election drew near
the champion boy raised 146 bushels and SS
Honorable John W. Newman
the Democratic leaders in all parts of the state
pounds upon one acre. Canning Club work is
Newman.
conunifr
w.
_
John
Honorable
_The
..gasciutd_._tointhcr Ast_sous•ht. a_ leadcr,
organized. and -home canning- irstfit-s-James B. McCreary was at that time, Presi- sioner of 'Agriculture, Labor and Statistics. is' -being weft
girls. in
dent of the American Peace and Arbitration otie of the most widely known-iiPrePartag
Cs footiular men ---nre being used 40 44"ntn-tbn
conserving at home the winter supply of
and
League. He had been chosen to direct the desfrom
bought
been
heretofore
has
that
foods
tinies of case of the greatest movements ,of the
-factories in other states. The concrete silo is
century. He was -leader of progressive men
one. of Mr. Newman's pet hobbies. The Deand e promoter of progressive measures. No
partment keeps two men in the field, with
Kentuckian was better qualified that he to
demonstrating to the farmers the econforms,
reorganize his party in his state.' to readjust its
omy and efficiency ,of the concrete silo. There
differences and lead it to victory. He had repare thousands of silos now in Kentucky where
resented the Eighth District in Congress for
there were but a few hundred two years ago.
twelve years. He had served as Senator in a
The Farmers' Institutes have taken on a new
manner that reflected credit on himself and the
Politics have been entirely rtsignificance.
people who had sent him there. He had been
these organizations, as well a.from
moved
Governor, aro: his administration of that high,
from the State Fair, and only a few days ago
office was a standard of vac:Hence.
the Commissioner removed his Labor Inspector
All this was known .() the men of that caucus.
Louisville for dragging that office into a
-at.
and a delegation called on James B. hfcCrezry
muddle. Kentucky is, unquestionably,
political
and asked him to become r candidate for Govstate if the people would only orfruit
great
a
duties at
ernor. He was slow .o accep..
handle their products in a coand
ganize
that time were pleasa.it ant, o: hi7h conseoperative way and on a scale sufficient_ to inquence, but, after delibera_ion. h: accep.ed. reterest dr commercial..wejr. Id. The Departinen:
signed as 'President of the American Peace and
- -Agriculture in 1913 organized in Rowan
Arbitration League and entered the campaign.
iv..520 farmers into a Fruit
Coigns:
The rest is fresh in the minds of Kentuckians
maola=ed 35,000 apple
AZ
.Tod:I:ion.
-After one of the most"strenuous campaigns ever
o: •.ounit- -The- sTen-St done ipa .hi:
made for this office, he byercame the 18,000
moun am n coun.y has been so hi-hly apprecia.ed
Republican majoritreand was-elected by 31.000
the Superintendent of Schools and .he
tha.
majority. His administration has been essenof Education have arranged to hang
Board
_tially_strogressive. He - is an apostle of good
Commissioner Newman's picture in every school
roads and urged the Legislature to pass a law.
in the county. He is regarded as the founder
which, without an increase in taxes, caused betof the fruit industry in that section. A simter roads to be had in every county in the
organization was formed in Hardin County.
ilar
of Kentucky, thoroughly equipped for the duties
state. He advocated a saki banking system
with 318 members iplanting 75.000 trees- on 1500
and got it. He wanted a Forestry law for the of his office. He has done more towards the
---Mr. Newman is also an ex-officio mem-acres.
protection of the forests and to encourage the advancement of agricultural pursisits _in Kenof
...lie State Forestry Commission, and,
her
planting of trees., a tuberculosis commission to tucky than any other man. As an agricultural
the cooperation of. the State Board of
through
tight that dreaded plague, an extension of the expert, he ranks anions the leading men of the
an arboretum of 25 acres has been
Agriculture,
United States in that profession. He was horn
County Unit law for the increase of temperupon the lands belonging -to the
for
arranged
ance, and in order that this question might be in Monroe (Founty, Kentucky. January 23, 1869: Fair. Adjoining these lands
State
Kentucky
was educated at the Monroe Normal School of
taken out of politics, a Geological Survey to
'Newman has succeeded in getCommissioner
prove the wealth of the state in mineral reKentucky and State College of Colorado: was
Congresstnan Sherley. Of_ the Louisville
married to Miss Annie Millet Hampton in- ting
sources and 1 fish and game commission. tISAII
District,
to locate a Fish Hatchery, from which
of these were'enacted into laws and each is 1894, who died in 1911. He is a member of the
will distribute fish to
serving a good purpose even beyond the ex- ChriAian Church. Elks, K. of P., Scottish Rues the Federal GovernmentKentucky
and those of
the streams of
pectations of the friends of the administration. Shriner, Red Men and Patrons of Husbandry, _restock
states_ Within the last few weib,s
adjoining
From 1,W to 1897 he was a teacher in the
The Banking Commission and the Fish and
the Fish and Game Commission and CommisGame Commission are self-supporting. The Normal Department-7,07 the Kentucky State
sioner Newman have reached an agreement to-'
taught
in
Forestry Board and the Geological Survey are University. Front 1897 to 1899 he
start a Game 'Hitchery and a Game Preserve
largely supported, to approptiations from the the Colorado Agricultural College. He returned
upon .some of the State Fair lands.
to his farm in Woodford County in 1899 and
Cubed States Government and money derived
With atrtof these undertakings the Commisfront automobile licenses supnovis ths_Good was electedio the.lion.w...of _Representatives. in_
engaged in
•
Roads t.Tommission,
1903 and to the State Senate in 1903. He is - stoner has At busy lift... He u now
Department_
his
of
Report
thie-Biential
-writingagricultural
laws
The
sery
young
mate
Governor
author
tif
inWOf
a
ill&
—
reary
the
As
and the next session of the Legislature will be
entered the Confederate Army as a private sol- now in force in Kentucky. He was Secretary
to enact additional laws enabling
called
dier, and, except for some months that he arlii of the Kentucky State Fair from NOR to '1910
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his Department to fultir the claims
made for
by the Commissioner, that it deals with that
class of citizens who are fundaMentally the
wealth creators of the state, and as such are
entitled to the fullest consideration in the go
ernment of the state through the Departmen
of Agriculture. Lobo. and Statis'i.s
it

Honorable jamas Gernett
Honorable James Garnett. Attorney lie.ieral,
comes from the county...of Adair, the ti, s, :ounty
cute .of the few .hat has

*
ON'rRLY MAOAZINI
a

•

moneys which has
suited in large savings to and has caused all the corporations. to be
the state. He is. an advocrt of a system of listed
for taxation at a valuation which aptaxation that will bring to ugh, the millions
proximates 80 percent of the real value. He
o' untaxed property in orde.• .hat all property
believes in obeying the command of the people
.nay bear an equal proportioa o: ttri burden of
as re:orded in the Constitution which he promtaxation. His definition for retrenchment is ised
to Hippo... in this instrument he found
"dehorn all useless offices and cut out I full
ti clause szhich said tha.ii
,. o money should be
'crop of untie
y expenses," and fo: reform
paid ou. o; &tie public Leasury except in purAl. "shift the burden of taxation from the small suant...
an_2appropriation ntaft-Isy-She-17egisproperty owner to the •shoulders of all property -'
iature. and by this standard he has measured
owners which will reduce the tax rate until it
the accounts presented to him, which has -saved
will sot burden any of the property owners." -to- Kentu
cky many thstienk-ifr. Botworth has
The people of Kentucky are fortunate, indeed. been
most active in the 'question of taxation.
,
in having as Attorney-General of their- state
man of such high integrity of character and
peat ability as Mr. Garnett.

Honorable C. F. Crecelius
Dr. C. F. Crecelius, Secretary of State, whose
able and energetic administration of his office
won for, him almost universal commendation, is the youngest of the state officers of
Kentucky. He was born at Leavenworth, In-s
(liana. March 25, 1877: was educated in the pub-- - lic schools and the University of Cincinn
ati.;
-was-graduated :from the Ohio College of Dentistry in 1900. He was married to Miss Perkhiser, of Leavenworth, Indiana, and following
her _itteaac........married_Miss_Margarat - Gulick - _Thu:star- bf Falmouth,-Kentucky.--in.. 1901. - -- was a member of the House of Representatives of Kentucky. in 1908. and was the author
of the Crecelius Tobacco law which was enacte
d
at that session. He was instrumental in effecting the sale of the 1906 and 1908 burley pool
.o--the Ameriebn Tobacco Company. He was
reelected to the House of Representatives.
1909. Dr. Crecelius is recognized as the champioo of the cause of the labor masses. He was
for Secretary o1 State in :he Demo-
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was
born in Columbia. in that county. Noveniber
IS,
reform, and with Attorney-General Garnett is
1871. Educated at Columbia and Georgetown
working hard to impress upon Ale people
Colleges. Graduated from thc Law Depart
of
Kentucky the necessity for ladical steps in this
ment. University of Louisville, Kentucky. 1893.
directi
on.
Mr.
lb
Was married to Miss Lena Vordemin, Decem
born in Fayette
County And educa.ed a.
ber 10, 1895. Is a member of the _Baptis
S.a.e College. !le
t
is a practical and scien.ific farmer. He
Church,---Mason. 1. 0. O. F. and I:. of P.
served
Wai
from 1:3•43 to V )2 as Sheri:. of Fayett
elected Cpun:y Attorney of Adair County
e County_
in
and was Treasure. of .he State of Kentuc
297, and reelec ed in 1'.)1. Was a membe
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r offrom -1904. __to 1908. servin- during that time
the Democratic State Central -Committee
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ia
membe
: of the Capitol Commission. He was____
the Eleventh District from 1895 to 1908.
____
He
married to Miss 011ie Fant, June 3, 1909.
has served as Special Judge of differe
Ile
nt Ciris
a
membe
r
of the Elks, 1„ 0. 0. F.. K. of I'.
cuit Courts. both by appointment from
the
- Eagles and Red Men. • Not only is Mr.
----Governor and by agreement of
llosparties. He
Ivorlh .a capable and etfiri...t. officer,, but he Is
lived- in--Adair County until he moved to
Frankone
of
the
most popular men ever - elected to
fort to assume the duties of the office
of Atpublic office in Kentucky.
tor.o.v General, to-which office he seas e ecte
by a-majority of 32.062. For more than
twenty
years- he has been actively engaged in
the pracHon. Barksdale Hamlett, Superintendent of
tice of raw, and he has long been recogn
ized as
Public Instruction
_
one of Kerttucky.s foremost lawyers.
However.
he has found time to till (he position
-Honor
able
Barksd
ale Hamlett. Superintendent
of VicePresident of a .good bank and has done
of Public Instruction, has by his ability
and
some_
real farming.
'untiring energy made wonderful progress
in
Upon assuming the duties of the office.
the advancement of Kentucky's educational sysMr:
Garnett surrounded himself with
tem.
tie was born in Prince Edward County.
a corps of._ cratir
State Primary in Pill without opposition
able and active assistants, and he
Virginia. February 3. 1879. and 444 3S educat
has cleaned and
ed in
was nominated with the state ticket. De- the public schools there
up the business assigned to that
and at Ifamden. Sidney.
office. Mr.
Cornetts legal training And business experience, spite the fact that he had no opposition he
College. Ile was married to Miss Daisy
Crune.
effected a splendid crganieation. He has proven of Hardin County
together with the knowledge of tiscal
. Kentucky. May 24. 1899.
affairs one of the most
capable state..officials that Kenacquired during the eight years' service
He is a member of the Mason4'. Elks. K.
as tucky . has ever
of P. •
chosen. Dr. Crecelius resides and W. 0. W. For seven years
County Attorney, has enabled him to
he was Superrender at Falmou
th. Kentucky. vainabie service to the state Which
intendent_ of the city sehisols at Hopkin
was bursville.
dened by an. unauthorized debt. It
and during that time erected a Met
15 said that
'school that
he has acquired a most intimate knowle
is conceded to he the best equipped
Honorable Henry Y. Bosworth
dge of
and most
the stzte fiscal 7iallairs. He isan
modern high school building in
advocate of
Kentucky,
Honora
ble _Henry-- It-------retirentiontWt-iiii-d-reform in
via-s.--eircred _ del' his leadership the
the f;.Seal affairs Auditor under a pledge
Kentucky EduCational
to exact from the cor- AssociatiOn was
and believes in the flattest publicity
incornorated. and 'he was
of all the
porati
ons
their
share
61.. the public -expense made its Presid
states business..
He-has vitorousty
ent. This
matt of she Board-ol-Vilialion come
useless and unauthorized expenditure
a powerful factor in shaping the
of public and Assessment he has redeem
educaed that pledge. tions!__Policies
of the state
Mr. Hamlett IC-.
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undoubtedly, a master of the school problems
the correction of a census report. In another
of Rural S.:,00ls, more than seventy countivt
of Kentucky.
instance, s large and powerful corporation was
have emplot d competent supervisors.
When he entered. upon the duties of his ofmade to pay more than $60.000 in school tax,The amet !Went of the law relating to tit
fice he immediately started a vigorous moveoffice of Cu. rity Superintendents provides thr
ment for the reform of . Kentucky's educational
there shall
minimum salary of $600 anti
system, an-d - thedigli'DTS-e-torts the Legislature
a maximum .alary of $2.500, and requires the
has already enacted ,h • following laws: The
Superintend' to to devote his entire time to hit
School Inspectiod lats.
Ac. providing for
office. .This puts the office of County StiperinTthe swipe visiot u1 Iãiil Senoolc the- law protendent 011-a plane with other county offices.
viding fo. the raising Of the standard of qualiThe Teachers' Salary Schedule law was
fication and increasing the salary of County
very impert:int step towards real progress. ii
Superintendenia-ith-cleachere Salary Schedule,
undertakes to equalise salaries and prevent spethe Compulsory Attendance law for rural
cial favors. These: elaries are now paid on -a•
ath-00101, ne, thrAcl giving to women the right
basis ofs-qualifict
*see and percent of
to school suarage.
•
nttoodance.
The. School Inspection laus=viaeogai-4spectally
The Compulsory Attendance law was a re„valuable_ oat._ For many years 'gross. frauds
vision of the -old law which had not proved
-vtre perpetrated in the management of the
effective. 1.1"iidef-the lit* law the attendance
. bool affairs of the state. On account of the
for the. past year showed an increase - of at
lack of authootr on the pet of the Superito
least twenty-five percent over any previouztendent of Public Instruction, and . the insuffiyear.
cient help given him, practically nu ,hing could
Mr.. Hamlett is earnestly urging the creation
be dune- ioward correcting these v.eious evils.
-f a rural State Board of Education. Such- a
A law was passed siring the Superintendent
law has been introduced many times, but has
-Piablic instruction additional power and duty
always failed of passage. • The time has arrived
----ot tutpottion of schools. &Chou! revenues and
when such action is imperative. The changes
the
inanement of schools, with two assistant
as urged by - Mr. Hamlett are as follows: Firs,.
• insp. 'acs. The State Superintendent as "spethe number of members_ should Ise _increased;
intpcsto.r s have
mst,N,
'
...a.ati
_
--.----itscosid,---a--maiority-of-it-e-ntimiliers--shoukt -be-Much time -to-thts-correction-of frauds
professional menr third, its membership should,
in reporting the school. census, the assessment
and collection of taxes from corporations and
be familiar with every phase of school life and
school work in the state; fourth, it should
property holders, which have previously paid
whch it had previously tefused to pay. In
have the power to largely operate and control
little or .io school tax, the .misappropriation
the school affairs of the state without the
and nosusc o: school funds, znd the correction -fact, during, the past two' years it would be safe
to say that oveetwo hundred thousand dollars 'numerous t'e-;stricifons and petty details at
of many-evili which existed in the general adhas been saved to. the state and redistributed
present existing. A longer school term is also
ministration and management of the school
affairs of the state. In one single instance. in such a way as to make more efficient the iring earnestly advocated by Mr. Hamlett, as
public school system of the Commonwealth.
as also the teaching of agriculture in rural
within a few weeks af.er the oc. became efschools.
Since the Act providing for the Supervision
fective, there was saved to the state $20.000 in
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Silo Building in Kentucky

-
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By J. W. Newman
Couunissioneo of Airricsritpro. Latior sup: Statistics. Kentucky
11-1
. inuary t. 1912. when the present Corn- nusstoner -al _ Agriculture was installed in
office, there were a few hundred silos in
Kentucky; practically all of these were wooden
structures. The United :-...ates Government had
had in the State for a year,or more a representative from the Itepartment of Agriculture preaching
Me advantages ot suns as a whole an-d- of cog:
crete silos in - particular. The State Department
of Agriculme succeeded in getting an appropriation of five thousand dollars annually for demonstration work in set eral lines. The first work that
the' Department did in a demonstration way was
along concrete silo lines. The general plan of this
work and some of the results therefrom are given
here.
The corn crop of Kentucky. that is, the grain
from the corn crop. for 1912 is given by the Department of Agriculture at %'ashington as being
worth in round numbers, sixty millions of dollars.
The chemists tell us that the feeding value of the
stalks, blades, shucks, silks, tassels and cobs of the
corn plant when in the silo stage; is practically the
same in quality and quantity as that -of the grain
on the plant. Stated in a different way, the grain
grown on tee plant in Kentucky is sixty millions
_al 'dollars -per annum, and _the feeding value of
the plant other than the grain is. approximately
sixty millions of dollars. Anyone .familiar with
ohe---nsethods---oi----handling the corn_ stalk by _the
farmer'. in*hit State woad not undertake tO say
That Ottoes- inn fifty perrent of the feeding value
-

-
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of.-the corn stalks in Kenoickylegittialtrsaved by
the corn plant after the ear is taken therefrom
ihe_.farmers. Therc_is_an _annual loss, therefore. ‘Vere all of these plants put into"silos at the right
time, practically all of this waste would be vetented since, in filling the silo, the entire corn
t,
plant is used. Stock, especially cattle and sheep.
1
WA Cal -practically-the entire plant -in- the__Ionn___of____
I
good ensilage. From a saving standpoint alone.
thereforc-the Immense -value trf- the -situ- to he
corn-growing farmer is self evident, but the value
of the silo does not stop here.
To use ensilage live stock must be handled. The
great manurial value of the corn plant is saved
in this nay for the farmer. Again, a great amount
of labor is saved by gathering the entire corn plant
into a silo and having it convenient for feeding
during the winter; instead of gatheriniethe ear at
one time and waiting until cold and freezing
weather to go to the fields for a shock or so of
fodder per day. There is a fourth value in saving
the crop and feeding as ensilage -that is difficult to
describe but that value is in the crop neyerthelesAny experience4 feeder knows that live stock dot
not do well on dry -feed ,alone for a very long
period. The succulency of the ensilage enables the
animal to stay in a healthier condition, to make
- more from the dry feed given it along with the en --silage, _and, feed to -better advantage general4
;
When snimals are changed - from pasture to dry
feed they lose what the farmer usoally terms their
Concrete Silo, Iii 424 feet. Capacity. as Toss.
Aututt.11112.
R. B. Hatcbcraft. Panel Ky.
u_sapi whes_pm • ca_ivass.ie the spring after-, diy
of approximately' thirty million-s of dollars in Ken- feed, it is noticed by the average feeder how quicksticky through our wasteful methods of handling
Ccurtinue-d-ms_page-13.
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Kentucky Agricultural Experiment
Station and its Work
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Agrieultoral Exparlassiet Station and its Work.

Tn. Kentucky

CONDITIONS NECESSARY FOR
ITS GROWTH
letters are received .by.the Kentuelcy
By George Roberts
M- • .
Agricultural Experiment Station asking
Agronomist, Kentucky Agricultural
Awhether
NY
Experiment Station
alfalfa can be grown suecefsfully in Kentucky. Our answer invariably is that it
shown repeatedly that alfalfa requires a liberal
can be grown with a satisfactory degree of suc...ailaulivatiime or „liniestons.. If the mill duct nut
cess.sI certeese-coodienoe* are miat.-,
Alfalfa is grown in the United States in all ,111Ktfrialy".eolitele Iltrieildne.: It is necessary
latitudes ?nd under practically ell climatic con- —supply either burnt lime or ground limestone
The Kentucky Station recommends an application
ditions, so the conditions of growth are largely
-"of two tons of burnt lime or four tons of ground
;oil conditions. They are as follows:
limestone per acre. The material should be apI. A well drained soil is required. Alfalfa will
plied on the plowed ground and disked in. .
not thrive on a soil which has a subsoil i•hat does
The following tables show some results obtained on the Kentucky Station Farm, waich is
typical central kentucly Blue Grass soil of limestone origin and overlying limestone.'
On a field sown in August, 1910, part of which
was limed, the following yields were obtained
The figures are yields per ac,-e.

Alfalfa in Kentucky

First Cutting, to: t
First Cutting. tors
Second Cutting. iota
Total for 3

I.Imed Attalla. Rate Four Tons per ctcre, Kentucky Expert ,
ment Statipn. 1913 Crop Re•ult• given in
aecond table.

not let water out readily. If ater ,I1OU-ld stand
nearer than three feet of the surface, even in wet
-weather. -for-mete--4haci-tavo- er-thver-derstime, the soil is too wet. If at less than a depth
of two or three feet the subsoil should be whitish
•i-kt grayish, it is an indication of poor drainage'
and soviing alfalfa on such soil would be risky.
'2. A fertile soil is required. Alfalfa requires
large -amounts of plant food, and it is useless
to sow it onhin soils. Alfalfa has the power, if
eobtain part of its nitrogen from
inoculated. to'
the air. but can not make large growth if limited'
by the mineral elements of plant food. Practically all of the-soils of the State. outside of the
Blue Grass region, are deficient in phosphorous.
-of phosphate should
and on such soils some form'
be used _rather freely. Bone meal, acid phosphate, of raw ground phosphate rock may be
used. They should be applied broadcast and
last named
disked in before plowing. In case
material in- used. the soil should he es;,ecially well
supplied with orgsnic matter, or as We sometimes
say. humus. At leait'-a (air nuPpEnTliiimus is
necessary.for successful growth op any type of
'Kentucky soils.
3. -Lime or limestone is required. It has been

15c per lb.
e 21c per lb.

- 65c.
my for 15c.
matoes 10c.

)er 100 lbs.

ss aid Queensit Cost.
Tli.

grow ten feet high out here,
bushels of roses, sweet peas, foxgloves, Mlles. stocks, and lcts of
other things.
"When I come home at night
and see the smoke coming of my

Cuttings.

Limed
3,640 lbs.
4.760
3.740
12,t 40

lbs.

Unlimed
2,010 lbs.
3.900
3.280 "
9,260 u.s.

4. Inoculation is necessary. If the soil due.
not already contain the nodule forming bacteria,
they should he. introduced when seedingalfalfa.
This may be done by using laboratory cultures
which are applied to the seed, or by using soil
from an alfalfa or sweet clover field known to
be qinfected with the bacteria. Laboratory cul-tures may he_purchased from curnmcrcial houses
and they are-ivornetimes sent out free of charge
by the U. S. Bureau of Plant Industry, Washington, D. C. Cultures of this organism may
also be obtained from the Kentucky Agricultural
Experiment Station, f.ee of Charge, upon- sufficient nciliee.
soil is used, not less than

Gain
1,56o Itta
1160
sno "
„—
2.88o

The severe drouth of 1911 prevented subsequent
•
cuttings that year.
On another field sown in August. 1912. experiments were made to determine the effect of different amounts of limestone. Sulfate of potash
'Was also used in one experiment. Two cuttings
were made, the severe drouth of this year prelting sufficient growth for later cuttings. (Alfalia can not withstand severe drouth the first
ye- , on account of its not having rooted deepThe following table shows the results ob])
ta'ned:

114

Unlimed Alfalfa. Kentrac y
periment Station. 1913 Crop
Result-a 'wen in second table.

.330 pounds per acres should be scattered broadcast and immediately harrowed in.
In
aking examination of nits far nodules.
ilTC1T1111C-Isve.
Amount of
they should not be pulleil up but shOufd-he Cii
untreated
Second'
First
1.,mestone
soil
Total
cutting
cutting
,per litre
fully lifted out with a spade. The soil should
15on
%one
'
77,
be carefully removed. preferably by soaking it
3
2
1
2.228
6 tons
1.597
2.010
4
tons
4.460
2.450
off
in %sates.
1.17
I tons
607
1.
3.550
1.943
2 tons 4- 300
5. The ground must be free from weeds and
lbs *enlace
grass. The presence of weeds and wild grasses,
of potash
3.048
2.577
2.418
5.530
or even blue grass. is detrimental to-41se growth
It will be seen that limestone in every case
of alfalfa—With all the other conditions favorgave a large increase. - On this particular fiejg
able the presence Of weeds and wild grasses will
the limeqone cost $200 per ton applied to the
mean a failure.
_
.
soil. In case of the largest application, it was
PREPARATION OF SEED BED
paid for by the increase in the first two cuttings.
AND SEEDING•For the first year. IfoTvever. the most Profitable.
increase was from four tons per acre. We do not . It is best to seed about Augu,
t- 15, as spring.
have sufficient data to show- what is the most seeding - generally means a struggle with crab
grass and foztail throughout the season, with-.
profitable amount to apply to last through ..the
period for which the ground is .occupied by the, out mnch, return in hay.
The seed bed should be prepared for some time
crop, which is usually four to six years. The use
of potash is not Profitable on this type of soil as before seeding and should be cultivated frequentindicated by the results of the fit'5t year. Per- ly to kill weeds and. conserve moisture. The
- should not be stirred deeply immediately
haps the only soils in -the State that do not need -ground.
before seeding as this will throw up a new lot
the application- ifif limestone for the growth of
of weed seeds .which will germinate along with.
alfalfa are the limestone bills of the northern
the alfalfa. The ground may be broker itvlbe •
part of the 'State.
,

settled In court The revepth agent
Inds It out and sues for omitted assessments dt former years and the ss•
sisemor puts them on the tax list. The
widow and orphan are compelled to
pay two or three per cent In taxes and
live on the remainder.
chimney and my boys waiting is suet a system fair'
for me at the gate, I tell you I Taxes. in a, free salt-governed naaa.
try, should be the least matter to woram pretty thankful."
ry about and yet they can boanarle so
All you who have torpid liver, tinfoil. and Irksome they drive people
away and keep others from coming in.
weak digestion or constipted This Is happening all the time In Resi•• ovrwiv look out for chills. The,tuckY.
•
We have a chance to 1'0111,0' this
4,4,41 is hew.- arid the air is full
evil' and If disregarded now wis
rIlwri-re germs The best have to wait another Sr. years before
..g i.,d is
wet your liver in It presents Itself again.
It 19 a clear duty to vote tor this
•
4,4 purif,,,
, the constitutional amendment
at the Nom,ca d
Herhine vember tiectios and every citizen is
,
nitnedy, it simmers elm silts should vote Minself and urge
5.1.. aalabk..... I.. A., sha
is

•

most to be desired fashions
created for this season's
wear—every garment authoritively correct in every
detail.
An Early Call is Advisable as the Unusually Good Values Will Deplete
Our Stock Very Quick.
•
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spring and !allowed 'till seeding time, or a crop
The profitable period of an alfalfa field in Ken- to animals. It comes in by the latter part of
of potatoes, oats, wheat or some other crop
tucky is usually from four to six years, although
May, and in conjunction with rye, oats, corn
that will come off early may be grown. Inime• there are fields in the State twelve to fifteen years of early and late varieties, and soy beans, furdiately after the removal of such a crop the
old. The writer knows of one such field in Woodnishes a cont.nuous supply of green Iced till
ground should be thoroughly prepared. At least ford county, It is generally believed to be more
frost.
four weeks should intervene b -.ween breaking
profitable to plow up the field : e the end of four
DYNAMITING THE SOIL
and seeding, and the longer ,he .ime the better. to six years and plant co-: o potatoes and
Frequent qmstions are asked in regard to the
Before seeding, the ground should be finely pul- "cash in" the accumulated ferolity. Whatever
desirability of dynamiting the soil for alfalfa
verited and well compacteu. ;. -11-eavy roller
may be the cause, soil produces ex/Ain:tingly well
ndothSternps _
may be.-ItrunidiatilY before a.ding. - -- - after a good growth tg Walla.
In the fall of 1911 the Kentucky Experiment
If sown broadcast by hand p,
broadcast
Station dynaniited an acre, plowed an acre with
CURING
THE
HAY.,
seeder about 20 Tounds o: ssycld sliould be used
the Spalding Deep Tilling Machine to a depth
and seeded cross directions. If the. spc:cial small
- The proper time to Cat alfalfa is when new
,tf 12 inches, -subsoiled an acre in the ordinary
seed drill in used, 12 to l5 pounds of good seed
grDwth appears at he -crOwn.
way to a depth of 12 inches, and plowed an acre
will be sufficient, if moistur,..1 conditions are favThe same principles apply it curing alfalfa as to the depth of 6 or 7 inches with the ordinary
orable': The seed should-ht.coverstl lightly. about in curing other hat'.
c ed law=
shout&
-"-- — -niOldboard pinw. Tit! -ground was - seeded to
-—
three-quarters of an inch deep, if the soil is as
wilting and not by au-n burning the leaves. As .„ oats in the spring of 1912. Aft4r the oats were
firm as it should be. Fall sown alfalfa should not
soon as it is in a good wil., i. should be thrown
removed the ground was immediately prepared
be clipped.
into windrows. Whether it should be taken from
for alfalfa, which was seeded the latter part of
CARE OF THE
the windrow to the barn or put into cocks de-. August. Two crops were cut in 1913, the severe
pends (in whether weathe. conditions will per• drouth preventing, later growth. The following
As already noted, grasses rnd weeds are deadly
nut it i0 cure sufficiently r in the, windrow.
enemies of alfalfa. If the" should show up in the
table gives the yield of field-cured oats and alfield they may be, in a largr metsure, controlled
falfa
hay per acre:
.
CATTLE
ALFALFA AS A CROP 1/0/2 DAIRY
oeiradicated. After the albite is cut, the ground
Alfalfa. feta
.
Alfalfa -is the one lies,t dry roughage for dairy
mar be disked with the gangs set-at-is-slight angle,
-First
Second
ma
Total
Hay,
cutting
cutting
makes
oats
content
which
protein
high
.
,..ittle.
It
has
a
running back And forth histail of going around
tbs. Laos Its:,110
llse.
t,saa
tbs.
piovoinit
s.tos
Ordinary
It very desirable in. balancii" the rations.
the field. Then with a sharp spike-tooth bar•
'4.14
g "
T,644
s.6tio
'
"
Dynamited
.
5,1150 "
- -- Lita "
4.jao " 1,16a '" T.664 "
Alfalfa grown carthe- Kentucky Station Farnb—Pc° tilling
row, run aFross the line of the disk harrow. This
3.4
1
0
"
1,517
.,'?
.6.347
"
,
4,aos
"
rt,..tied
and shown in the first _M ust. ation in this article. •
process will usually destroy most weeds and
-subsoil
$15.00
an
sere-tei
grasses. An exception diffictil.'to handle TS blue ‘vairfound to contain t2.10 percent-of protrirysiv---- Since it costs about
the basis of 10 percent or moisture in the hay, with dynamite. it will be seen that it is unprofitgrass if it gains much headway before this prowhich is a thoroughly air-dry condition. This is_ able on this type of soil, as measured by the
cess its begun. As a substitute for the above almost as much protein as is contained in wheat above-named crops. When the alfalfa becomes
named implements the spring-tooth harrow may
bran, although there is some difference in di- deeper rooted, the results may be different. The
be used, and it is preferable on types of soil
- gain of alfalfa for ordinary subsoiling is 905
gestibility in favor of the bran. _
that do not get too hard. It may be used in
dairy
catpounds per acre, which is worth six to seven
crop
for
splendid
soiling
a
is
Alfalfa
the
substitute
for
disk
es
a
connection with the
.11e,- ilidris, a crop which is cut green and fed - dollars.
spike-tooth harrow.
r

The White Burley Tobacco Industry of Central Kentucky
s

By Ben). F. Seherffius
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(In charge of Tobacco. Investigations
GROWTH OF THE TOBACCO INDUSTRY
OBACCO was grown in this country long
• before the arrival of the first settlers. It
early attracted the attention of the colonists, and for nearly two centuries was identified
with their social, economic and political devel-

T
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and
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A Good type of Modern Barn for Mr -Curing Burley Tobacco, at Kentucky Experiment Station F•rm,
1.4aingt•ut. Kentucky.

TIng

crab
vith-

opment. especially was this true in Maryland and
irginia. In I732 it was legal tender in Maryland at "the rate- of 1 penny -per pound. for all
debts,' including' customs dues, salaries of State
officers and -even rninisters of the Gopel.
late as 1777 the tax levied for Baltimore county

time
lentThe
itely
r lot •
withr;the •

-ctifrrestion-r-i4r—
•Ttituts-owe-Est-a--serter-Trt at
ing. and marketing of White Barley Tobacco,

of

Kentucky, West Virginia and Tennessee)

and 4cify was fixed at 172 pounds of tobacco per
• -poll.
EXTENSION OF THE INDUSTRY
Although sonic tbaccN was grown during the,
time of the early ,ettlements, the' first real extension of the industry. was westward. in Kentucky and Tennessee. In 1785 tobacco producj
tion was of considerable importance in northern
Kentucky while in southern
. Kentucky this industry came into prominence about the year 1810.
The tobacco produced in Itentucky was the dark.
export type that has always prevailed in these
localities. Up to the year 1833 practically all
the tobacco grown in this state v.-as ••ent by the
planters .in boats -to -New Orleans for shipment
to foreign countries. in that Year, however,
warehouses were established in Clarksville, Ten-'
nessee. Soon others sprang up in Louisville.
Kentucky and in the surrounding towns of this
state
ORIGIN OF WHITE BURLEY
In 1864 the White Burley tobacco was origin
aced through a sport from the Red Burley. on
the farm of "Mr. George -Webb. in Brown county. Ohio. and was called White Burley in contradistinction to Red Burley on account of its
lighter color. This tobacco has become extremely popular on account of its absorbent powers
anti its mildness ofilavor.• It is particularly' well
--adaytod -for. _plug filler _and plug and -twist wrappers. The' finer types rire--- used for cigarette_
wrappers, while the flying% and trashy grades are
used for mix smcilorThe cultivation of this

the
lays b:
-Ver-.

tobacco rapidly extended riser the limestone
area of central and northern Kentucky, and is
at present chiefly confined to this area, though
some -Burley of very fine quality is grown upon
freestone sod in West Virginia. The White Burley district of Kentucky embraces a little more

DABLI

CR
Who e 0 --v Tobacco ready to be hauled to Curing Barns
Kentucky Experiment Station Farm:
LexIngton. Kentucky.

than 10.000 square miles and comprises about
25,percent of the Kentucky crop, approximately
85.000.000 pounds.

SOILS

7 Ang

OF THE WHITE BURLEY:
DISTRICT

The soils ar"ViiiMii7 iliMost 'fertile fit the.
United States. containing an almost inexhaustsupply of phosphate
pOTIAT_Manv of

.11
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Sargeon General Blue, of thel ported to be operated on for
Visited States Army, says there some trouble.-Cadiz Record.
is great d.:.nger in the slit skirt. Damfwe we don't believe this
of *sum there is. There is al- young fellow
is in a bad shape.
ways from 120 to 150 pounds of
Last General Assembly Passed an
imager in each one of 'em. Af- Operating to remove trouble is
Amendment to the state ConstItn.
ii.infor„thr sayg
worth
t which
e 1.
..
;•.. bras
.ter ISO pounds Is reached, she's one of the most difficult
tem fat to be dangerous.- -Glas- to modern surgery.
gow Times.
.
The Ledger cannot agree with
•
rgeriti
Mayfield, Ky., Oct. 22
either. The 120
10
THE MONTHLY
1160 pounds partly concealed in needay morning at 8 o'cl
slit skirt is very seldom a dare. St Joseph's Church on
3Tr atn fltrti
ITAICVENTING
THE CULTIVATION-OVIIIMLEY
egerous package. A wink or a Broadway, J. Luble Carl;
.11.1e totie.arto
In ilit• re•iirct the,' ock'opy a
----TOBACCO
It i• clone essential that hiliaccb br allowed
pos,tion in relatton to the grow its ofpi..dite; op
used is generally all that is nee-I Miss Etta }tetchier were
144,14040.m of 1•61..leco lands, the lot Akto ripen !white it t• liarve•tiol. in order that it
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for
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Ing, oi lit ..1 1,111WIttg ti1011111 Iii. ikçjt 111 older i' will cure will. 'the appearance iif light tinted
the production of yellow tobacco
.imparing
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If your back gives out;
--Lexington Herald.
iitighl•y with the •tortace soil in preparing the top
Curing tolia, to is •iiiiply foicing the leaves to
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Broach & Bell's Special
Fri

FRIDAYS and SATURDAYS
Beginning October 17 ana
f;ood Flour -$.1.65.
- Good Coffee 15c per lb.
Good Bacon 13c per lb. )ice Cabbage 2ie per lb.
20 pounds Granulated Sugar for $1.00.
.
.5 pound Bucket of Snowdri Lard for 65c.
2 Cans Corn for Sc.
_ Cans Hominy for 15e.
- 2Cans Salmon
1 3 lb. Can Tomatoes 10c.
-6 Cakes of Soap eranyeleind for 25c.
6 Boxes of Ce1fUloid Starch for 25c.
Green Meadow Alfalfa Feed at $1.75 per 100 lbs. 1 35c Coal HocLfor 25c.

We also have a nice line of Glaass and Queensthat we are closing out at First Cost
1.1.alove prices are good on each Friday :.
daruntil called in. These price
ONLY. No goods booked at the :l iprompt deliveries make your or-...
Yours -for busi:'
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grow ten feet high out here.i;eTtl-e-d-In court.
The revenue agent
r
bushels of roses, sweet peas, fox-; Inds it out and sties tor omitted
4* most to be desired fashions
asgloves, lillies, stocks, and lets ofi sessmeat, itt former years and the as4+ created for this season's
tensor ;lilts therlf on the tar hat. The •
other things.
widow and orphan are compelled to
"When I come home at-iiightl pay two or three per cent In taxes and + wear-every garment iuthand see the smoke coming of my;live on the rematnder.
-4chimney -and my boys waitingl Is such a IfYstmn riff?
•
▪ --onli*--tk.correct m every
Team', in a free self-governed coun*
for me at the 'Merl-tell you
should b.the least matter to worif
try,
am pretty thankful."
:
detail
about
and
ry
yet they can be made so
unfair and irksome they drive people
4.
All you who have torpid liver, I away
and keep others from corning In.
An Early Call is Advisable as the Unus- 4+
weak dige.tion or constipted This Is happening all the time in Kenoowel- look eut for chills. The, tucky.
ually Good Values Will Deplete
•
t We have • chance to remedy this
SS
is jlen- and the air is full ern
and it disregarded now wit will
Our Stock Very-Quick.
dIneas-4. germs
The best bare to wait another five years before
f
.o
It
presents
again.
itself
to r get your liver in
It
clear
is
a
4o
duty
vote
for this
-.1 c
.sed eurifo, the constitutional amendment
at the Nom ,ch
tilt.•'1 Is.
Herbine •erobilit elOctIon and every citizen in
rertivily, 4 answers the state should vote himself and urge
bte setglzher to de the same If Kent
compiet.isi•. Price teekr
is ever to be dragged out or Its
• Sold by Dale & Stubblefield lessitud•
11C+++++++++++++++++++++4146+R
and kept In the front rank
▪ progress, prosperity and peace.
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Two more days on the A'ades• Get hot and cold drinks iterved I
Calls &Kit, Event.
boru road; Be there the 6th In clean glasses at Miller's fe4e,tin. Everything kept clean
Mrs.11..H. Jagoe, assisted by
and iltt
and
sanitary.
her daughters, htra. Clyde
Complete a good u nilert %It I n g
by helping finish the Melee. After suffering for the past Downs, of Murray, and Miss
two road next week. 5th and 6th. severyl mouth,' from a Twillede Effie Gordon Jagoe, received informally Tuesday evening from
Why be CONS
ATED whin stroke and heart- trouble. M.rs. eight to ten o'clock ke honor of
Lou
B.
Bogard, wife of Rev. ,
you can b1
ER-LAX from
R. C. Bogard, Methodist pastor Mist; Alice Juiroe add Mr. Jas.
D. MIL
at the Cadiz circuit, died at her, R. Bonner, whose marriage took
Eggs.-- Will pay'
r dozen home here Monday about noon.' place yesterday. The beautiful
Jaime home was decorated
for eggs: Best nd cheapest Cadiz Record,
throughout
with pink roses,
grocers in t
Nat Gibbs &
lickling in the throat, hoarse- palms and ferns. Many invisical
Son.
nese, loss of voice, indJaate the selections were given, during
Mrs. Rainey, aged about GO need of Itallard's
orehound the evening' hv Mime SFIIIW 101.34
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Election daY next Tuesday.
• Eggs ars 30c at Cke y.
A tiaranteed straight run
flour t $4.50 i cheap. They
have i at Ch ry.
$4.50 t
bid of guaranteed
flour all
d as any straight
ti best patent.
run.
.3o
P. P. Underwood, Cherry, Ky.
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no other rqt4y affords such prompt
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as Seott's Emulsion; it
checks the coug
ale the linings of the throat
and broncheal . es a
rengtheas the lungs to
avert tidos
owe. This p
cannot be empha•
stied too rongly -that Sco
Emulsion has
been suppressincintonchitis for or-ty years and
will help yoss.
Bo cototol to avoid substitutes sad Maoist as SCOTT'S.
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of neuralgia for 25 years. I
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Ust he soki at once.
attended by the best physicians.
6 miles east of blur- I had severe pains in my back,
sblic road, good
-and after taking only two doses
t, lies well, c e to of Dr. Doran'e Analgesia last
church. I gain at night, I was..srelieved in a f w
minutes, and r ed bet
an
arm no
of town 26 I have from any
tment at
on well im- any time. I w
mmend
Dr. Doran's Beniedies tav my
hop, 7 acres' of friends, and all Lite readers of
Tire
- PIN% thk Pper every-101re..
best s ds in the
MKS. JONES.
bargain.
Murray, Ky.
trm near Blood river, Thia remedy is sold by Mrs.
bottom, all improve- R. A. Howard, Farmington. Ky.
R.I. D. 1. tiox 43.
bargain at $900.
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hhotit one
peobalidi
commanded, and without ally ierceptible alEA-N--moticetl_l'he lotterne.., in----Weivil'. roce,_
ew his hands up. but
hundred 'and lofty feet wide, anti the trail into `teration in
'r(-w more tender.
and her own tone
J• V. 11 slit asked, "tour it w;ii aciiUenti1, Oi
l.1ifle(T 1iT.IictmirThtvaYiIs I
it % a; narrow. and about sane twenty ect
-NA --••••d--'
I a-k..1 -hi-m-rathees-sar-_
bed of Ow
"Wh.te, oar lotto
411R.
_111A-,
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east.
camp.
Hy.
con
getting
and
"N --t ao c;-1.-total a, far a. the shooting wam,ere
mounted there
teatly for
-•Who wa,_ that shooting?." he- answered. exwhen, r
-"tie of the men with me,
11-i v tar. I. did not know at the time
itt.,Il.
it was • 3 0.tro31.1., I was shofioting it
it ba, calling to me_ : lb: had rune across freshly-made
examined
"I 3t11 tbe guilty party. my friend:: you see
vs'ry lower ,nloicet to iiie. jean, tracks leading into the .c;tnyon.
:away': lot, ti
and o-itie ilia, I luive Away., ratuo.,1 to di-cd-;.
`ma ctaieltiikol that they-- were --sanctum vv-1-17, T Ifiragine - wa- KA-WY 4--htivside
partner made an tUfort too hold rIle- up a few muoi.ever. to tell you
th,,,e of two punk:, and they bore every eviPerhaps it .i. just
thence of not being moue than an hour old.. I .ment4 ago, anti I indulged in a little rapid fire
and yotur father of it. for you nay at some tau.
in,tructeol the two men tteprt parc for camp. and
target-Practice.. I don't think he ye-ill hold anyhear A garbled tor an untrue account of
body else up to a hurry." A. I. spoke 1- noted
had been working at the Circle W. ranch for -dt•termined to reconnoiter the canyon a. short
distance, while it was still light. for we had come
face .grow white as. a %het!.
aloont two years. A's perhaps you know. ram:b-For;tierri sake'f, man. Dill you, kill lier"
ranch. not 'by the
uten laways- re-frr to
to the conclusion that whoever it was that had
I)elieve I killed
"Her?: AV4iit do you nit-all ?
mime, lint by hi brand. and 'the brand
probably part of t4
iii
V.;IS
:
o w
Clittred
the. Ciiii
up. llitore he lies on the terof this ranch wa, a W. within -a
whooe:ver 11.1.1
and it
ru-tier outfit. who had gotten wind of Our moverace user there."
was owned by a native liciouckian,_ named John -ments and were endeavoring to
.. warn their, comman, that wa- my wife."
ratle•.
%Veil-. lie had been unusually kind-to me. prob_
..t• excited- a.
".Aloont three quarters of a mile from its en-Your wife,'"
--bly l.&cau,o-I was aisii a Keinuskian, and littrance, the canyon on the :dole of the ,treant that - Ire
.... ;. the one who was respomible for my buying
ra-ech at WyOining. • as he had !tectonic very
"Ity.".this time he itad reached my side, hi.
I was ton. widened out into a little rock ,ttt•wn
pbon. From Om little plant the sides of the
much interested in the irrigation project, tip
ha'nd, -fill up. I grabbed Iii, gun from hi, belt.
Carryon .1topeol gradually up* to the top, broken
ior I feared it might be a- possible ru.v, and
there. For some Month. previous to the shoot-aid, "Ii r, get over there a, quickly as we can."
tIcc.s-000lial little -tt•tra.c.e, which -furni,hed exing both our ranch and the surrounding ranches
had suffered quite cons-utterable losses through --eell.eut opportunities for ambuscade-- With this: and we scraiidded with all po,sible speed- tip Oa
-frittotwed -1-tte-trnt very can
;lope."'
cattle rustlerc.. The ranch owners determincd Thought in view"Sure enough • it us a- a woman a;. I ,aw a.
to put a stop to thedepredation, and hail.,ecureil !Musty 'acret, the plain. I had ahnoot reached
coon a- I reached her. although she wa, dre-sod
the other ,ide when I beard o-oineoute. _.tty "liands
the service. of a couplc•of men. famous for that
Itt•rr
3w ttur.a_ter.ratree.shout otte----"AN--a cowboy.. lirr hat had falica.
up." anti Todd-rig ttp,.
kind of - work. After some little -.inve.tigatiity
covered with tolood. one arm was bent
hundred and fifty feet from ine the plea-ant • face
they concluded they had located the rti,tler,
in what was known as 'Big Canyon,' about. spectacle of a mail .aiming his . gun directly ,at•:.„- under locr and .apparently hr kin"
1,ii.hand faid his head on her breast. then
me. ii .instantly flashed across my mind, that
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not.dead. straighten
of cowboy, coon•i,ting of some three or four
this was 3 -a -t Of the -captor captured,--and-.I. the- . Minion,: up lie said,
out lie: arm and -tee if f-oiti,can stop that flow
men from each ranch was detailed to help them. terminett that rather than safer such humiliawater.'- and he'..71Theti
Mcf
of lolO
lion. and 'perh-ap,_up-set all the carefully laid
The country
and 1.••Wit• .3111191g
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few'le-ef-tee the ofiae,
lo 141-vJfitiit to
wa- very wild around Big Canyon, and in the
"I • •-•1 her arm gently from unalcraeatth her.
of me w.t. a large loaddcr. anti drawing my
canyon -d-elf were three or four little
• -1 that it was broken. and' -wiping the
and
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a a constant suffer-

W-VERAX
'y Liver and
roubles of
itipation.
the time. Don't lay off
days by (akinlomel
' -Ver-Lax eeps you
hi
pile •c your troubto take. Don't
tenld
u can't afford
isons, eansett syse constipa n. A nattura! in Use ons, sure
certain in • ts. It
iefore Lio-Ver-Lax will
dace calomel in every
can take it freely and
'etv. Every bottle gnar1 $1 in bottles. None
the likeness and.signaigsby. For sale by

E. D. MILLER
Hazel Ky.
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As the fa
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need a
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That man is wise
pros-ides plenty of shei
room for stock and
thanks! And

THE WISER, THE SOONER!
Come talk with us about
the cost of building sheds
We Sell at Right Prices:

LUMBER, LATH, POSTS, SHINGLES,
SASH and DOORS.

Hood, Frazier & Dick
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Backache
Get Rid 1f It In On

ight

Backache, Rheumatism Gout, Neuralgi
ervousness, Nausea,
Dropsy, Ifeielaclie, Stone i the Kidneys re nearly
always caused
by uric 81-id and yield retelli and quic
to a treatment with

KID

NOM!GIN1/N1

WatA:h for the following sympt(Ans an
first appearance of heavy, Auk or dark

L.AAPR'
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gin treatment with the

ro red 'trine; sandy, ?)riekdust sedimenl;
btoody or bad-colored net; stases on !Mew "
isalding sr but,-,.inc sencntini: taffintss wertir
s. .50i% the boa.
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Cod Liver oil and Iro-n have proved
to he the two most successful tonics
the world has evfkr Anown-iron for
Fair Wanda,.
the bl
d the medicinal curative
elements
cod liv r oil as a strength
All parties holding in their and tisse
builder for body and
e., and
possession any artictes of unf- rm
r the to ecessful treatthinros t and lung tro
s.
form or any other •vernment ineTnwtootem
mists dlsproperty f any d ription, are' covered a me
of separating the
notified t
em in at once curative
rine! ements of the
to 1st Sgt.
G. Hale. Since it cods' era from t oil or grease
Is thrown au-a
but to these
is a viol
the state law as which
medicinal elements ton iron is now
well as the Unit States law to addeo. thua combining
Vlnol tho
be iound with any government
, two most world famed tonics
body-builder.cland strength ere.
::wmit.
property in your possession,
fa Abreleraoorld
pini
on
wn
am compelled by law to prosede
olleAtts children,
cutecute anyone that fails to comply to restore strength after sickness:

Benton Tiibune-Democrat.
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LARK MEDICINE CO., PapvcaH,.KY.
For.Stole by E. D. MILLER .
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We are now selling Pattern
Hats at REDUCED PRICES
LARGEST STOCK EVER CARRIFp

with this order by Nov. 1, 1913.
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OVER MILLER'S DRUGSTORE
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THE MURRAY LEDGER BAD -STOMACH? CHANGE IN OUR
DOSE of
I
O.S.SENNINGEI,-EbrroR.
Rise* TAX LAWS NEEDED
Maths,
SatWW1 at the postoMee at Murray, Kentucky, for transmission through
the malls as second class inatter.
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For Walls
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Constitutional Amendment
To Be Voted On In
November
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Suffering Is Ihnielliallan
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Suneon General Blue, of the!pected to be operated on for
!Jolted States Army says therelsome trouble.-Cadiz Record.
waysgreat danger in the slit skirt.1 Dam fwe we don't believe
this
of course there is. There is alfrom 120 to 150 pounds of i young fellow is in a bad shape.
The Sanitary, Durable, Flat Oil Finish
Last General Assembly Passed an
disa Rer in each one of ,em. Af.; Operating to remove trouble is
Amendment to ths State Const,tuFor
that artistic, harmonious effect which maims bars win*
_
iri
ill.olobwor *Ira sosetA•••••• wall 6.4.1.
tot ISO pounds is reached, she's one of the most difficult
tan fat to be dangerous. -Glas- to modern surgery.
ire w
Carico--Hackler.
The Ledger cannot agree with
Zargeon General Blue or friend
Mayfield, Ky., Oct. =.
Richardson either. The 120 to
THE MONTHLY MAGAZINE
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•SO pounds partly concealed in alnesday morning at 8 o'c
alitskirt is very seldom a iáãSt Joseph's Church on
------A7C-FiTiirtial accurate aim a-set-hetT, at fault.
1
a
At'
net Sff
--tha-t--a-f-tnrstoou,- they- ver_y__uutc_I
gerous package. A wink or a Broadway, J. Lubie Can
and mentally registered a vow never t-i--astie my
rode away before the old man knew where
lars'as my share in last year's profits."
sod is generally all that is nec- Miss Etta Hetchler wets
gun again. except In case of extreme necessity. they were. That night they camped in a se•"Fine. Wood.. you_ '1"e WI" a prosperous
essary to subdue it. Try and in wedlock. The ceremo
I asked him how -his horses were. and he said eluded spot and started out again early in the
• young man."
ing performed by. the, - -- -- - lEat-they were pretty welt-worn out. , f-triddishw-Trtrsets-Tnk.-rvaiilintg
see.
Tor an'il fearing._ purauit:_.,_ ... .. ,.. . ... .
_
- that I hail a couple • of good horses at the end
:
The.). had reached the entrance to Big Canyon
attention
,)ni i,r.. it:
sic: sicuizseid
rarTact l,
Father O'Sullivan.4- The
de.g
dcollItadan given
or the cany.in, and that we would takt her over
If it is not out of place, we is a prominent
that evening when the girl had supposed that
Dixie's
stock
_ .
deal
to our ranch at once."
desire to remind those women
I was one of the 'waning party. They stayed
Tune he 5ent it on the Colonel's sttitig of _horses
who have adopted the fad of
"We hotrod tier arm to her side.and e..rried her
out at our ranch several, weeks until the girl
and he won one race and finished seeond in
spauteting monkeys on their stock., towards the: end of the canyon. On our way • had entirely reciivred, and I grew very . fond . two more. When the hives chtnt track in the
_
ists near their knees, then dieup the narrow part of the canyon,
met .Stone. of both of them. and begged Jim to let me
Summer. -the Colonel waxed enthusiastic over
'Okaying the exhibit through the,
Ile hall beard my ,hot, and was on hia way down
stake Into to a_ complete camp equipment. as him, "tr-lia.Vonel.-Air.,- is- a Pettey youngster •
refining medium of the slit!
to ascertain its i-Ausi... "Men we reached the
his • outfit was v cry meager. He Agreed to. ifo
than any of my string. an,! some - of them are.
• VI
atkirt, that the trick will not di-, Many a Murray Reader
. end of the canyon I bad all three of 'slur ponies
this on share,. Just after they left Mr.•%Vells
ranked pretty high:- . I lietin'e lie Wotild have
wet any sane man's mind froin'Thankful ror This Infor.
- saddled, taking the spare one for a rein not and
sold his ranch and moved to Wyoming, and I
a show in the Derby next spring."
the suspicion that the inside of
instructed the boys to
went over to work .for the Bar. J.' I did not
cure the two horses in
_Major Shetk.v. -+ad .improyed yesy much in
tie sock is decorated by pretty
.tha_-canyan for their own use, I garlic. the htt- -hear from lint that winter,• but-the following
health and was able to get around on crutches.
otseh the same kind of animal.
band my own pony, one of the best that any cowsPring he wrote one stating that his original
Every day the colt was led over to Ii:. house,
If your back gives out;
--Lexington Herald.
boy e'er rode, and we slimed on our twenty-ttee
claim had not palmed out at all, bIlt he had
and the old Major passed half "an hour .of in mile' ride to the ranch. carrying her by turns.- -located :1, placer mint- that -was a "craCker jack" tense enjoyment watching and caressing it..
Why not leave off the paint- Becomes lame, weak or.
She seemed - to be sit-tiering considerably. bin - I
not very far from .it, and urged me to conic
ings and slit the skirts just a If urinary troubles set
During these months \rood saw a griat deal
- knew that old man Wells was a pretty 'fair doePerhaps your kidneys
ito and' helii work it. 'This i, how we made our
of Jean. for • she lwas ;pending touch More time
Ellie higher. Same effect.
tor. and that she' would . be...Welt taken tare_ of
strike at the mine. and Jim is ink_partngt tip
at home_ tilian. she had7previots4y. done.. a m!
a bad way.:'.
•IlY•Triiii-aiijOii, -good Wife. We- reache-nli-ete - in WVoming and hi, wife keep-s Tiouse for •us.
hardly a day pass'ed, but _ilrAt •he ‘1-041t:.-Ot'eT• It)
Doan's
Kidney Pills
The evolution Of-modern dress:in al
live hours. Mr- Wens set her arm and
Iler father has gotten over his little lit • of ,Major.. Shelby's and _sient: an 'hour with _It*
-wide skirt, narrow. skirt, short weak kidneys.
-,Ont't she was resting conifortahly." .:."
temper and spends a good deal. of tune -up at
•
Jean was a most discerning young lady,' and
skirt tight skirt, hobble skirt, Local evidence prove:
''l was tired and 40 at the ranch until two - our place. So you can see. Jean. that the story - she saw Wood's rather 'heroic efforts to con:
sMl.cicirt, tan wo skirt; d aphan- merit.
.
o'clocic,---whenvole-e-ancl - rude-- back to -the of _ho-w- near-leanic--to. killing:one _oi the _sweet- ceal his love_ for her, la_ was a_ ..ottrie_of can:
ens skirt, no skirt at all?-Horcanyon..
•
stayed
We
the
of
end
tile
canyon
.
at
little
women
est
earth
on
is
not
pleasant
very
a
siderable
enjoyment
at times, and then it began
Mrs. S. J. Pool, Pool Si
.
toes:- Cadiz Record.
1,"tt1 'mum, -svhen -arc t'eftetefulte-d-Thit-riflii-l-Flre` ,Thie -for --Trre-tcr Ter"- - ----'to vex fier----Vntiln
ray,
Ky.
,
says:
"I
used
_friend.
_c
r" 41444 --w-ere-s-sw4--there---or---they-had all been 1 “/----ff9tliire' ?kat,-WeffAT-artli--r----int- oictrtTy . about -the -Weir course- to win 'her love. and'
CoL Henry Lawfer very much
muc -from
.
captured. .Then we rode . tit-rough -the canyon. • sorry. that my thoughtless • request shoull havt she wanted to hear him declare it. Finally
name. editor of the Record, .
is
. and About two. Mlles 'frontthe lawef entrance
caused you any sorrow. However, lam .more
Woodspoketo _the- Colonel.
sa smarmed bachelor,' but it is trouble. For years I was
_._
'W
ere
The
svidences
than grad-that everything has turned out :.tti
to
rest
a
That
pretty
-lively
well
scrap
"I have been wanting to talk to you for.
had
ank
in
the
n
die earnest desire of the Ledger
' • been going on. We followed the- trail over
well. If you think it will be any recompense 'some time: Colonel, in regard to-j-ean. -- I' haisee---;
that he be permitted to gaze, I was all tired out.
to one of the ranches, where the entire outfit • to you for telling toe the !:tory..- I will he glad
grown to love her .very dearly. -hut -ever ,.since
me
nervous and caused
without interruption, upon some
were gathered. They had killed two of the -, to sing for you a while."
those disastrous college day, I have tried to'
-September Morn" until his aches. My sight burred
rustlers. capturing six of them, some of them
On his way home that night Wo
Cl memory
o'su square, and I fed
run
el that you should know it
.-..
wounded, arid recovered quite a likely bunch of lingered on the scene lie had just left:, the soft
styes are filled. It is possible often got dizzy. When I
"Wood, you are as close to me a; my own
cattle. %Viten- I reached our ranch I found that
glow of the candle light. the fair girl who sang
son, and I know of nothing in life that I would
ties that this slit skirt, no ed I had sharp twinges
the injured woman was gettirg along very nicely
in such- sweet tones the Southern melodies he
desire more than to take' you to my heart as
trkirt., proposition will te thor- small of my back. I he
and the husband told me his story.
loved so well. , •How he had thrilled to the
•' Jean's husband. hut you know I 'seldom interthe fine results others 11;
csagbly settled in his mind,
strains of Dixie, just as his father and father's _fere with her. I found out it
"His name was Jim . Bennett. His family
ago that she
'from Doan' Kidney Pi
were fairry well-to-do. 'and had given • him an
generation had thrilled as they swung into batalways had her own • way, and in jte,tice to ...ber
Ab.alft 250 teams and wagons got a box an used
education as a mining -engineer. He had gone
tle line. glad to "live or die for Dixie," and he
er
I must say that it has nearfy always been the .-.
wad 500 men and boys worked good results.
out West looking for a job, but as positrons - -- 3117(4 that- no Southern soldier had es- sr
right way. •11 -know that sh'e is very , fond of
then
the Calloway county end of the used Doan's
fought a harder battle than was before him in
were. scarce in his line at that time, he had
you. but dearly -bought parental wisdom pr.•;
Ki
Pills
Pealucah-Benton - Murray public
gone -to - work as. a cowboy, with mining a: a
fighting...his love for Jean.
- efits me from knowing more."
ever
I
have
red
a
li,
read Wednesday and the road is
.siett• issue.. the wotild work for Tine a while
.
"Thank you, Colonel; your regard h.r me is
completed for about 6 1-2 miles turn of ki ey troubl
until
sufficient motley saved up then he
,in -s.lionor that I Value very dearly."
.
wag of Murray. The Calloway have kept the pain away.
u,fuld- $0 out on a prospecting trfp. On his - • 'Elie first year of VS'ood's stewartfsliip grew
Winter grew on arati,lean entertaintll a nu
. tnCaisisty citizens are grading and
For sale by all dealers.
ryin_ across_ what had lookod
to its ea.:v.-a-lid. he stibirnitted his report tei-the
bee -01 bou:e parties. Wood. was always urged
171r:sling as they go and will 50 cents. Foster-Milbin
bk_e a fairly good_ claim. He locate,' the claiin, Colonel. .1,Vlitle the balance was still .on the
to •attetta any• festivities given, but -nearly al.
have no work to do when they Buffalo, New York, sole
bis__possessiOns__,and money were &limit _.debit sitter-the. margin was -s--y slight and the-- -..w-ay' decline& He fen that his father required
reach the end of the road.-Ca- for the United States. run, out he went
to work as a cowboy: on
Colonel's pleasure was unbounded. "This is • his .presence
- the'eyeni6s, and most of los
eta Hecord.'
Remember the name-the ratich where' Ile had worked the Previous
days wsna
tine, my hoy. F"Cti-ew that you were doing
oe.
&,,y, Henry,• had you ever --and take no other.
year. Itte.ovener-;,f•
•raneli a greifir:old_.._
but_ _I di_
d not _lotik_ior _anything as_ good_ • • .
thnsight, its possible that we felpretty
ighter an.I
as th is. Iferetotiire the
p
has been conPerby• Dav at (+urchin 11....wns.- that day of
••7
,". '1
each other-idi-rahle• of
drain- on toy purse. butt it looks
leis over here in Calla-way might Aiier 40 Lonely years.- A
days. enshrined in the hearts of, Kentuckians.-affair, and
the.. -sun tempered by
now ,3••-•- though we might make it .pay." .
-spring: breeze,
wank %other end, just to have
The American' -Magazi
h
h; n on a se(111." Litt-indeed: thesiteautiful race
old man
"'lliere..is no question of that. Colonel; w
we
to do?
-d
:,11•4 that lie -m ig ht have shown a profit this year had it . _ contse; its oval Cif Blue. Gra:, surrounded' by
been offering prizes for t
!.i ‘s ;molt fit "tat.
"ii,nch
not been tor a miuuil IC r of improvement.: we
the track gleaming in .the sunlight; - its flashing
"Coy Harris, a young man of letfers entitled "What
,t L .
i daug hter I
.4ometlung
b,ase made - that -.soil ttllike tilcflal•elvet _felt,: M.._ a
mu ii
wellcesane.ldr'Se,
e,tilfen ,
tan
Most
wear Cerulean, went to LouisThankful For." Ti
health aN.1
protto.Cy
future balance slieut,•
sine Monday, axompanied by winning letters are to
leighboriti
'Jed I:n.--.144-11. went tti Wttrk •.0
wo,„I. am' I want you to take.. sight% Youth aii !. beauty were there,' eager.••I know it
Dr- W. C. Haydon, where he ex- lished in the November
__ranch. anti ii s-- ttl;p1 a gc•I t., mm
quite' fr.hold permattentkv;:..1,... -tztot afford to pay-you a_ excited.
NIature..;, is.. was there., int-eresereh---
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.o- salary and a percentage Of profits." and
waiting for that moment in the race when the
ringed an •elttptinc:ot
lull had
he named, a s'unt that startled Wood.
I her about
. thrill came. Old age Was there.calmly philos•.
. _mars, ant ti-it is- tb .uiuhit iii. t" hid bettt r • '
e Colonel, that is tot, . much." .
ophical. yet hoping for the well-reniemberid- rxImo!
••., •t!,tns: otst •• i t, but .se
h
"My boy, my btisiness training has tatiglit in.. citement of •-the Younger days. The band was
heat on 1-,,ti::fl,1:tr.: it y4 it 1.1- till:. And" htilping • the. wt.-4,ml of • prot:erly appraising a 'mail's, playing the ,air: of the Soot-bland: MlSV• aml
• him at the iii iii
,l's . it itiy CI , rode away. value. It. is ca•ily W0rth that 'much to knitNV
tjLC n. a tifortattglthied flashed loy-reau-Ilis warminglre to th-e-reare,-t
ii its- =i ..t and were.
.
1....di,,Ie
details. up
that 1 -athe grand stand a - party. Of_ four
in relieved •,-.. ably. oh all the
ti.-..r•rted.'l'atIstr ••Iiirc,Nshil, - lia,l ...•,,tten_ .wm,1 , here, and - if there is a chance .for . profit s- ii
watchel tlie scene with 'great interet:. Jean
.7..; it --rfii-tulIlle q..Tir " :t4,:'. - V4.:Iira ,,.. - iple oi. J.;i _ share . in 'it besides-, -you base dime splendor,* . and her •fa,ther. %rood `and the Major.'
-Dixii.'s
7 •r..'r-vv-bnys Tririb7.-1-FTT. 1-si,reft :fact . ll“:',1
Jim , Alta
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1Broach & Bell's Special
Si FRIDAYS and SATURDAYS
Beginning October 17- and 18

- in

-

(lood Flour $4.€5.
Good Coffee 15c per lb.
Good acon
per_lb. Nice Cabbage 2ic per lb.
20 pounds Granulated Sugar for $1.04).
5 pound Bucket of Snowdrift Lard for 65c.
2 Cans.Corn fo•45c.
Cans Hominy for 15e.
2 Cans Salmon 15-)
,<: 1 3 lb. Can Tomatoes 10c,
6 Cakes of Soap of ant kind for 25c.
6 Boxes of Celfilloid Starch for 25c.
Green Meatfoat Alfalfa Feed at $1.75 per 100 lbs.
1 35c Coal Hod for 25e.

We also have a nice line of Claass and
ware that we are closing out at First Cost.
Acme prices are tood on each Friday .
day until called in. These prielONLY. No goods booked at the
prompt deliveries make your 01,
Yours for busi.

.„

BROACH &
igh.sesigoirw%%

S

. . •
grow ten •reet nign out nere, ,
!settled in court The revenue agent
bushels of roses, sweet- peak fox- i suss it out and sues for omitted
asgloves, lillies, stocks, and las of °P"nientr et former years and the aa- eepeep-o,ils them on the tax list. Tbe
other things.
widow and orphan are compelled to
"When I come home at night pay two or three per cent in taxes and
i and see the smoke coming of my nee on the retnatnder,
.. chimney and my boyt waiting IS such a system fair!
a free self-governed COUS' for me at the gate, I tell you If Taxee. in .
try, sbouid be the least matter to worQueensam pretty thankful."
1 ry about and yet they can be made so
rite
All 3 On who have torpid liver, i um_ nwfaaylr and irksome they drive people
and keep other. from coming in,
weak digestion or constipted This IS happening all the time In KenKee..ze.--it .4/.4- look out for
chills. The wary.
l"( 011 lit here and the air is
full,gy I Illoild.arlsf adlse-hegacrededto now w ey twhillill
hi- dise.t-t• germs
The &est bare to watt another five years before
Is t , wet your liver in It presents itself again
It Is • clear duty tq votte for thls
-1 1,7.' d't •••• iiiiti kairlf.., thet ,aul
eon abti:uttonal
•

r
amendment at the Norn eh at U• NI -s 011.Hen-inn('
election and every citizen In
ri- ril.rernetlY.' it answers the state should vote himself and urge
leiy. D ..., his asiiishbor to de tit* same I' Ken, tifoopr comple
imw Rielly is ever to be dragged nut of Its
, , . Sold by Dale & Stubb
Stubblefield lassitude and kept In the front task
at ogrose„ peewit, had kaca. _

most to be desired fashions
created for this season's
wear very garment auth-
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An Early Call is Advisable as the Unusually Good Values Will Deplete
I
Our Stock Very Quick.
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-••••++++++++++••:1 •Two more days on the Wade*
t LOCAL AND PERSONAL. •iboro road. Be there the 6th
• and 6th
j111111144.4.***.if441.+•+++++
I
Coin plete a good undertaking
•
Election day next Tuesday:- .DY belning.iinish the Wedge.
boro road next week, 5th and 6th.
Eggs are 30c at Cite y.
Why be CONST ATED when
A •uaranteed
straight run
you
can b
I
ER-LAX from
flour t$4.50 i
cheap.
They
E.
D.
MILL
have I at Ch ry.
bbl of guaranteed
ed as any straight
ets best patent.
Underwood. Cherry, Ky.

$4.50
flour as
run.
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Get hot and cold drinks aerved

in clean glasses at Miller's fce urtain. Everything kept clean
and sanitary.

Cosi: Socity Event.

LumeseusimsOOMMIIIII1111111116

A BRONCHIAL COWIN

Mrs. M. H.
her

Jagoe, assisted by
daughters,
Mrs.
Clyde

MONTHLY•M - AGAZINE

Silo Building in Kentucky
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er of neuralgia for 25 years. I
have used every Sind (1 remedy
on the market, and have been
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e to_fdf De, Doran's Analgesia last
night, I was relieved in a f w
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weight, or in

res of corn saved annually -from the
-taMed at a nominal ctsI.t. a cement 4110 ic•iitity on the theory.. that the farmers
TNIA4
i-rev.
-4,1-ig4oal--c-ost that
c•;ii141,of she plant 4.* the tassel - We
---rtir.;/twirl to--a- wilt not esc,-,-.1 that of a wooden- sil., vIihati fl,c aclual cost in flieir Tespective.
cl.that the .
t..ra of silt" builifing has
gi-heral • intpression that :Animas do .\\ litre sane, gravel and, cement must .ctunities would be for a et inclit
tile lit-gun• in Kentucky. The fanner
hot'. grate well after being fed on en
lie tratiliorttil long distatiCes at a- its keeping qualities anti its ;It ilantag e!, 0.1:11.ifit olic will,, in a few years, be
-*hen animals-are
The-fart
L:tt-- exception instead of the rtire.
y f ight thyThe co.t ot a con
in varmint- way;." Sornir I veenty Tight
-o
,trf -slim- -we-re- -rtitts-rormtntetett-ancici rke
The one-tiling . that the Depaioment
ensilage they retain their "'sap
IsuperVisiiin of the I tepartnit•nt, • and a
a wooden one. The writer has ncce
is regnited of. the fa
.rmer
throughout the winter and cannot d., -seen a ciincrete silo that cracked or
great impetus-was- giviO tc, silt.
aitlen in bisrlihrig.
TAVT:-was
onftl-few -week!, -on- --ebat
-kr
-1TTg
Thic• TIP IN r11•Trt7 -1.titterS
f
• •iat-'Tie keep an
e account o the
grass....as_when Ohl' are taken from vaitited as .0p:civil above__ State imiry came to this .licaeartimmt
--.:te-titel-etist-- 44-construct-ion.Liew
1 1-y. feeti mid put on grass._ The feeddav and not. talc -tenth t'f the silos. illustrations of the cost of cOnstruction
:bents to the contrary, by agents Of
•-r who tiikvs hi.. _stock .frOM green
re here given. It will be seen that
I tires-ami--prib.--d--rre-tetesilageir is
.163i-ion, much =7Tf
not permitted them to lose anything.
as stated alit tee,--to the
nor can he make ahem gain any "sap':
'fAct that the trani-portation' of material
t4king. them from ensilage.: asid
:•reatly affects the
of the silo:
putting them on green pastures in.the
No r--Silo - 12 feet to. diameter by
-pring The feeller Lulu, carries Iii
!:4 feet high; t4al stost...$13(424. owned.
on dry feFil hcses in the fall aunt
. _ V. 1). Linen,
_ ,n11.16F.TanklinI'KY:
mlickly•-gains. it 1i;teli in the Mti-itut
No.
feet in diameter is)
--Silo.
14
when his animal. are taken, front tlr.
.01 feet high; total cost $traoo. owned
teed :and put -141T-Trasture - Tht-refore.
'.% 3. It. )121.cllan. Bowling Green, Kr
if animals are sold from a (try feel
No.
I, t the
i6 feet in diameter by
t.f this "sap' is cluing..
ic feet high, complete -with concrete
list while if std.
.) while feeding on -en
•
total- cost 1,38•_,•.(si, owneti_Ity_Jas
silage this 2..ilue
•41!
No. 4-Silo itt feet in diameter by
I lepartment of .Nglicillture felt that 7.-tt: feet high, total cost
owned
coitld _ not. do the farmers of Kentitck,
• F. M:4...oughtirt,
-a -greater- service -filar- to demonstrati
to them- the . ccc cnotiiical _use of- the
No. 57-14ilo i8 feet in diameter by
_Z2 feet
CO•t
owned
After a -careful study of the original
NIeLeoll, Versailles, Ky.
v
the life .anti the keepMg qualities
NO.•
18 feet in dim:Mier . by
materials,
tht:
built of
high, ti,tal co-1 $0655.
feet
:•!t•
In' solid concrete or Monolithic silo
--writ-A by R. It flutcheraft, Park, Ky.
%%"7t, Ill•111111 le be.t
The alcove instances are 'sufficient to
itisilage Is ;cc-t a•••
isIetunck
farm
,how the' practictj,Lility• of the -Concrete
good laiif in a w.coclen sittl as in .1'
_ from . an economical _ staielpoint,
;ouirefe. silo: it ,make% noAlitleTtitee
and
the. fact that there ha, not been
ground
or
alcove
kept
liethir it be
a single instance reported to .this
lad LL.L.• the anoint!. just s6 it is kept
dissatisfactiOn.
partment
ith the
.nr-tight chami.cr. will keep;Ole:
keeping of the - -en -ilage os. amth'ing
71;e. A well constructed •WOo
CONCRETE SILOS. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. FRANKFORT. KY
'n -with -the sik. is
cl.e 111 C.',Mit
• .;tri be te,ed for keeping ensilacc
•
•
tAttletlic
Flat the concrete. Silo
twelv,
to
ten
from
anywhere
,r
has conic to stay.
coithi be constructed jor which :hinooden
for a
arid the original cost is less than
_ ' itFople asked. In;ftaif .of thm.e ttfillit
.
puipose.ApYtine with a --r
can See an
ant' form of silo.....uulestkit be one Made
Far11.• in the Spring •i
silt, injuring the sale of- the wo-den
annual corn •crop on the - level- and
the De1 . -imply digging - a bole tic tlitMore- 411441 - -bottom lands in- -Kentucky grown for
eroi,otl. ilorreser. about one wootleu • Parlinellt of Agriculture
pctr.;hased a-do's-ft form,. -,'ttte. twelve. • cs-t-T lit-forr-in the- history of-the State.
.agaln and - Kenintkjes
out of-three fl-doss flown annually
Many farmers, c.,I1111 not yait and tell.. thousan•I hills are covered- with cattle
soree fourteen. sonle Sixteen and some
as r
•oi-cr,-, •43.1TT.0 -1! e,
.1.
would last thir- _enazing. in the surnmer. time aret. i-•
tighteen feet' in di:- ;ger: at a cerSt-Of' 'that. the -Wiciiilen
than lie
EPA,
,,42e
Tir.. their owntr...,i, it
off of in.itaec
. ITT14
re 1cifl 7ttc-- Thrit
,t,--1-,Tir-.175-co each. *fw,
e ,,s,r.,v," I.
hen
,,f the land on whicli the silo wis rincntlis.
111e. field. and the form. is ere
,-.t 1..... a•-.1 when.- riitilvtl. constnictel
•
furnished free of cost t.; the 'Lancer. erestd
rcahic th.•
Again in loi3, intii is. re
. paLl eiiii .i. ",..0. tar paint on the
,animal...1111s .
placed in the field and are yet
tug- the II-eight on _the
hi
in.idt, and will a Ceinetit .eash on the
-tructing cemeni silos. Reports to 'Ids
dollars' will roll
•
k• feu,
f. rm.. boarding the man rt-pre-enting
• . 10 -.lc. it .s ill keep ensilage to per LLL•
office liyicounties rliow that there .in-•
•
•
to hen
i.•--!ion,. will uot 1,1,iii down and will - the lit parttheft, and 'furnishing the
roai '
niatenal and labor. The salary of alic. alscut "ifitio wooden silos, 300 ce• tit
• - ,al•ly la,t for a century.. As the
siloS
too silos- of miseell
aiiiiierif, his
representative of the. 13-41the silo
.1 - of a cement, silo is principally
vature now in the State of Kt n- ky. . Kentucky mill •
.,. c.erned by the co-t id"' material use,' trani-ptiredion and incidental i•xpctises
„1-.r.
t.utstrip
N. t
, tinting lihT•:acre.
sit-re Paid lw the State
- ii 1... construction. where ...and z_itiiil
iwelligert •
•10.
uh-e built' .1, ail, •
.“ till each •ilo there are about
m .inimen•1113n three .0.
c•ar el are convenient mei can he ol,
a
till
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oectials for quick buyust be sold at once.
attended by the best physicians.
6 miles east of Mur- I had severe pains in my back,
ublic road, good
and after taking only two doses

1:1

•

_ ••,„._

;

is wearing and dangerous because the inflamed,
mucus-filled tubes interfere with breothirqr and the
fresh .air pusses through that un
thy tissue.
ProBAlatz no other r
edy affords such prompt
and panne
as Scott's Emulsion; it
heck, the coug
Lila the linings of the throat
.ind bronchial
es a
trengthens the lungs to
avert tuberc osis. This p
cannot be empbas
sized too ongly-that Sco
Emulsion has
been suppreasing broli...hitis for est)
, years Lod
will help you.
B.car•fril to avoid substitutes abil haslet csa SCOTTS
AT ANY DRUG aroma.
Is-ft
mosuassmigeosa

After suturing,44
,the paile• Down5,- AL. Murray. and Miss
!notiths from a paraletie Effie Gordon Jagoe, received in-

Murray Land Co.

--

•#-"*.'•‘*

.N111•••••••••.

- -

formally Tuesday evening from
stroke and heart trouble.
Lou B. Bogard, wife of Rev, eight to ten o'clock ip honor of
R. C. Bogard, Methodist pastor MI
"Alice Jug°e add Mr. Jac
of the Cadiz circuit, died at her , R. Bonner, whose marriage took
Eggs.- Will pay 2wper dozen home here Monday about noon place yesterday. The beautiful
'Jagoe
home
was decorated
for eggs. Best nd cheapest -Cadiz Record.
throughout with pink
roses,
grocers in t
-Nat Gibbs &
'inkling In the throat, hoarse- palms and ferns. Many musical
Son.
new, loss of voice, indimte the I selections were
given,during
Mrs. Rainey, aged about .60 need of Ikallard's Aorehound I the evenincr 1,1 tA;,... Clanre.
• •

,THE

r• -•••

minutes, and 1=Nked bet
an
any"
ment at
vi
ommend
Dr. Doran's Rimedies
my
friends, and all the readers of

arm no
of town 2i;I have from
in
om, well im-I any time. I
AI
hop, 7 acres of
:lip:*
-.lent.; good,
best
de in the
bargaW
trm near Blood river,
bottom, all improvebargain at $900.
'arm 1i miles north
part in bottom, good
its, two good houscs,
.ht right.
a lot of others.
192-3
or Cumb. 157

0.4

thi'3 pare: everywher...
A/RS. JONES.

Murray, Ky.
This remedy is sold by Mrs.
R. A. Howard, Farmington. Ky.

•

R. F. D. 1. liox 43.
Get the Ledger-1 tier Year.

I. Best Tat.
_

a constant suffer-

TVER-LAX AS THE
y Liver and
roubles of
aipation.
the time. Don't lay off
lays by takin
mel
Ver.Lax
ps you
your troubtake. Don't
can't afford
:sons, eanse_s syss constipa n. A nattural in it.6ai 'ons, sure
certain in re Its. It
..efore Liu-Lox will

ERDS GROW

As the fa
equibmeat
increases so
ows
need of

MORE

'ROOM

That man is wise
provides plenty of she
room for stock and
chattles! And

THE WISER, THE SOONER!
Come talk.with

us about

the cost of building sheds

lace calomel in every
We Sell at Right Prices: LUMcan take it freely and
BER,
LATH, POSTS, SHINGLES,
et V. Every bottle guarI $1 in bottles. None SASH and DOORS.
the likeness and innsigsby. For sale by

E. D. MILLER
Hazel Ky.

Hood, Frazier & Dick

tma'4111‘0`4,~4.111%,44111%."41011,1010
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1 And Winter Millinery
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---for each
•
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L

Benton

Bac
kac
he
.451.t4i41 If Itihni-jC)41 ight
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Backache, Rheumatism Gott, Neuralgi
ervoasness, Nausea,
Dropsy, Headache, Stonei the Kidneys re nearly
always caused
by uric acid and yieJd readil and qui
to a treatment with

„"'•

KID

WOW GINUINI

4

OUT **crust

Thhune-Democrat.

•01

ind'vdual

S.

•

in vinol.

Cod Liv▪ er oil and Iron have proved
to he the two most successful tonics
tt.e Icorld has ever known--tron for
Fair Waning,
the bl
403 the medichaal curative
-- elements
cod liver oil as a strength
All parties holding in their
dmetnitu
su
builder for body and
possession any articles of uni- "ruin, and
r the suecessful treata.
form or any other
vernment'
Dent '
c r thr
" and lung tro
Two eminent rc
mists dinproperty if any du ription.
covered a me
e! separating the
notified t
em in at once curative
(goal cments of the
to let Sgt
G. Hale. Since it en" "erytu t oil or grease
as which is thrown avra
but to these
is a viol
on
the state law
tnaj elements ton Iron is now
well as the Uni
States law to flaTidedie, thus
be found with any government • two most irorldfamed
enm " Vin°1 the'
As a body-builder and toelieg.
s
property fn your possession. I
;:i.b
ori.rar weak. rundown DOM;-IW 1
am Compelled by law to proseold
cute anyone that fails to comply to restore "°13444.
4bildrea.
strengthdAlite
after *chums:
I
with this order by Nov. 1, 1913. and for chronic cougtis, colds. brow

Price
reasonable
We are now selling Pattern
Hats at REDUCED PRICES
•

twoot
-4IARGF
ST
_.
- _ STOCK EVER CARRIED
Watch for the following symptoms an # • in tneatine-nt with
.
the
irst appearance of heavy,
er dark co rrd write*? sandy, brig-hi/me' sediment': milky, bloody ee bad-eolemd rime; stains ms limo;
chins or nulreesarr troubles ire ask
-J. Clay Erwin, County Attor- TOU
sraldtmg#r Saraito settestio... trelliness weer
t. FOe. the box.
In try Vlnol with the undaretandney, by order of Homer H.' Mo. his that row wow wtn.
LARK MEDICINE-(X), runic/tit, KY.
OVER ;ELLER'S DR114.5710*E
too returned
!tee, Captain Ca. "L" ird Ky.,I It *ea vet we Yea
For Sale by 131.--0.-WILLIBR
1 Orn101,4•1016..,sitelk*Iin.re.".•
Inf.
1 I Fur sale by Dale & Stubbl
. Niel I
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THE MURRAY LEDGER BAD STOMACH? CHANGE IN OUR
ONE DOSE of
Mayr's Warder-rat Stomach Remedy

0. J. JENNINGS,EDIToit.

salkw•ii at the poototkete at Murray, Kentucky, for transmission

through

Eli

THURSDAY.
°CYBER 3), fins
•

n General Blue, of the', pected to be operated on for
illirti
Aegtates Army, says there some trouble.-Cadiz Record.
tim great danger in Lite silt shirt
Damfwe we don't believe this
est course there is. There is al- young
fellow is in a bad shape.
ways from 120 to 150 pounds of
Operat
ing
to remove troubt
danger in each one of 'ern. Mtge. Mt pounds is reached, shels one of the most difficult
Um fat to be dangesous.-Glas- to modern surgery.

Last General

PEE-GEE
FLATKOATT
The

Passed an

MONTH'LY

flour
run.
P. P.

sanitary, Durable, Flat 011 flash

1P.••h,firtIofi w

ay..

YO

mt.di .4.11./4 whir% irniaIts. home Nrorth

MA64/.1%
•

i•
dock, teturned to ilje stand and reported that I.
%%As pi •Flendid,a4hapv
Ilirir %,‘ r•telll I :I
the - Itt.r‘e• giIh.eI .i•t !iie stand
with tonna. ..1 aptlause The
_ Nlai.,r
t.14,1 with- ii o• as. once
• ag.o.ti l
ill.' ..1,1•,..1
tril
THE
lit:- tio .It ga to jI lo
They
• were at the post. filltt; •11114 Alta lcudwg__. ' GOLD tOGES
CLUB INDEXES
a. the t-tdi
- For Social Play
CARD GAMES
s!art'
FsrGeneralPlay
Moyle up-to-date
-The startet':- flag
v at, ite•ut I ral art
,.41,men 4.104eaffut-:-tirev- werr—nlfr-7as this dashed b) the stands the
favorite led
Air-Cushion Fini•h
a length. the in ot
a, A.
hP•11 Farnsh
I hsie- third, held well in nant1C-with
THE U S. PLAYING
CARD CO..CINCINNATI. . =A.
tla-lung _eves anti g1eaniit, ttlis they
.tlew --on to the half, on with speed
.r‘re• increasing, the crimson and gold
of the favorite still •leading. The pace
grs.at
bvgati to tell:. the jI.sl -ifl.'
for one or tw.) they dropped -back into
the__ sireldi.- and- .. fot•tr-----ranabreast. "Ride, ve:tt boys. rubs5 for-,
each lior`4 'carries. high hope.
the
• andience rose. erinisoii and gold,•
red anti gray led slightly. ''Ride,
Isos tide; come on. you Dixie colt"—
past the judget—and the rebel yell
the story, _and the band broke nit
•
••

-
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We. mid-de(poet
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tgbagALE
r
,
PLAYING CARD

de,*1.,/hottry
Awsandeuls
thts `Ider
.

ar.)V raLl

LAYING CARDS

he4
4-•-iant
titra plater ol any Ainc/
colt Icrite or wire.
Eichmer
riarik

IIIMPT,

tt)i-

Or.beloniW.AJI•nd
d 04183v job

1111 816. LYRIC BUILDING
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WE CAN MAKE THAT OLD HAT
LOOK MIGHTY GOOD

alift skirt, tanno skirt, diaphan- merit.
. skirt, no skirt at all?-HorMrs.
S.
.1. Pool, Pool
_
Cadiz Record.
,
a'*:
"I use
friend, Col:-Henry

•,

flour
have

..ked If tri

Try and in wedlock. The cerei
ing peaormed by t
Father O'Sullivan. Th
tt k Ls not out of place, we is a prominent stock
de
desire to remind those women
lobo have adopted the fad of
_ _tri:ting monkeys on their stocknear their knees, then dis:"laying the exhibit through the
steRning medium of the slit
skirt, that the trick will not di- Many a Murray Reader
vert any sane man's mind from Thankful Foi• This Infi
the suspicion that the inside of
• tie seek is decorated by pretty
emoseh the same kind of animal.
If your back gives ou
—Lexington Herald.
Becomes lame, weak o
Why not leave off' th'e paintIf urinary troubles se
;fags and slit the skirts just a
Perhaps your kidneyt
hittle higher. Same effect
a bad way."
The evolution of modern dress: Doan's Kidney Pills
'wide skirt, narrow -skirt, short weak kidneys.
skirt, tight skirt, hobble skirt, Local 4videnee prov

4botgiaft.

F41

Ceilings

A

The Son of Dixie

iestutry to subdue it.
sk

-

Assembly

THE

.11WadWiiii:1,--LilEtie Ca
sgerous package.
A wiiik bi risod is generally all that is nec- 'Miss Etta Hetchler wi

SOFT

fer very much fromtrouble. For years I w.
but it is
idle earnest desire of the Ledger to rest well ank in the
that be be permitted to gaze. I was all tired out. Th
wtt interruption,iipon somei me nervous and cause
sight blorre
ember Morn" until histi/ches
' MY
ayes are filled.. It is possiblel often got dizzy. When
*boa that this lilt skirt, noied I had sharp twinge
eskivt. proposition will te thor- small of my back. I I
the finerresults 'others
titgialy settled in h is mind. .
Doan's\..Kidne
y Pi
About-250 teams and wagons; gOt a k:o.
:Pm, used
mod 500 men and boys worked gooa eesults.
the
the Calloway county end of the
used Dons KI
•
Pil
Paducah-Benton- Murray public
read Wednesday and the road ie ever I have Cod a
casupleted for about 43 1-2 miles turn of ki ey_ troubl
ay have kept the pain awa:
oat of Murray. The Callow
wiemsty citizens are grading and
sale by all dealert
.garaseling as they-go- and - will-50For
cents. Foster-Milla
* love no work to do when they Buffalo,
New York, soli
reach the end of the road.-Ca- for the United
States.
obi Record.
Remember the name
Say. Henry, had you ever -and take no other.
igleaszilt, its possible that we felMier 40 Lonely years.- A
low over here in Calloway might
•
yak %other end, just to have
The American' Maga2
sesonethin' to do?
been offering prizes for
lettdrs entitled -Yk-hat
Coy Harris, a young
of
afar Cerulean, went toman
Louis- Most Thankful For.':
vile Monday, a...tcompanied
by winning letters are to
Mc,W. C. Haydon, where he ex. lished in the Novem
ber
trance, editor of the

and

EQUITABLE SYSTEM DEMANDED

saw Times.
'The Ledger

-

L

For Walls

Constitutional Amtndment
To Be Voted On In
November

Corks-cannot agree with
Surgeon General Blue or friend
Richardson either. The 120 to
Mayfield, Ky., Oct.
1150 pounds partly concealed in a,nesday morning at 8 o
slit skirt is very seldom a dan.1 St Joseph's Church _A

"
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TAX LAWS NEEDED

Should Coro.lou Yon itiat Your
Suffering Is Untintesrd

the malls no second clams matter.

--

e

ni :nem Vi Cre disappointments. the al.
ionsh. of deft-a.ted hopes. only. thos.
.!ear old thril'ang strains_iif
sending the blood bounding and beat
• ing • from
-. etery. heart as the audience
.
Nirst into tumultuous applause.. The
Colonel threw his arms arenind the,
Nlajor, and the two:ohl_. hearts -.beat
- almost together in their ii3V. Jean
- looked up at Wood ana there was
something deeper-than bl'itincs: in het
- eyes as she said, :011, %Vood! this ix
glorious," -and she took his -hands ill
both of hers. 1 low s that touch thi
Wood. The Major grasped W
Mint— hand "My dear, dear boy, you
hzle gr en me flit- happy
,,,,,,,, •
and the clear obi Colonel, and
sweet. Jean. Jean.- be said. "I can ...
least repay you in part, for -Dixre's so!.
wedding- -ff-e-'xitt
'-Thank you, Maio; -dear • it .1s- p;..00..- that we mie,t. keep' it. in the f..!
—
'Again she looked. -up at W...
gray eves, titled tvith king
Gyn.:
nun, Thoi71*.-Avrt. Infra . 'each la. the el,•

Record,

a ooafirnied bachelor,

Panamas and Straw Hats Bleached
and Blocked
_ _

- -Not-a-tusury, hut an
Net-rutty. Espe. tally in
Rural Homes

9th

Ave. and Vine St.

PHONE CANAL 388

AMPHION
GLEE CLUB

•

it

ADDR-F.... MR. S. W. COFFMAN
_Care of CKeinher of Clfanterre
CINCINNATI, OHIO

-Supply -Company _232-214 E. Fifth St'..-CINCINNATI,0.
Let • Time .04a prices is Electsicilas--__-orr,111.-ag
'
•••
•

•••••.,

talent.

Available for concert and entertaininott
work, lodge and social functions,
a—u-ich entertainments,
societies, banquets, etc.

I...Impiety %it'll
•
i‘ lierV arid icing lite tungstc.,
1, qt. tv.
•ienCi tor

The Johrrson Electric

Beginning October 17 and 18

•••• k

CINCINNATI, 0.

•

_

FRIDAYS and SATURDAYS

aI
01

with
a personnel of individual
excellence.
Has "made good- where the
strongest demands have------prevailed.

DON'T YOU OFTEN NEED
A LIGHT IN A HURRY

Broach & Bell's Specia

-

.

JOHN T. MORAND CO.

An organiiatiomof exceptional

_

SIZE -

Send Your Hat to Us or Write Us About
it

rprrsst

Electric Pres's the -button
sat.•
Flash. lights
I
iag,it

CLEANED, DYED
BLOCKED
ItETRIMMED

SILK

ANY STYLE-ANY

1
•

I

V
•
•
•

•

•
•

flood Flour $4.65,.. -Good Coffee 1e per lb.
Good Bacon 13c per lb. • Nice Cabbage Zic
per lb.
20 pounds Granulated Sugar for $1.00.
.5 pound Bucket of Snowdrift Lard for
65c.
▪ Cans Corn file 5c.
Cans Hominy for 15c.
2 Cans Salmori
cs
- 1 3 lb. Can Tomatoes
A; Cakes of Soap of ant-hkind for 25c.6 Boxes of Celluloid Starch for 25c.
Green Meatfow Alfalfa Feed -at $1.75 per
100 lbs.
1 35c Coal Hod for 25c.

We also have a

above prices are good on each Friday :
day until called in. These prict•
ONLY. No goods booked at the ,
prompt deliveries- make youriv,
aia.a.nallini. •

Yatars.for

-

b." es.:4, •

Sc

i

fl •

4.. most to be desired fashions
e:created for this 'season's
+ wear--everS, garment auth-Olitively cowed in every

l

I

s4itI

bust'.

BROACH &.

peas, fox--

I

744111111114:41:1: '`.'N •

nice line of Maass mai
are that we are closing out at First Cost.

!Nettled in court The re., onne scent
Inds It out and sues for omitted as.
!gloves, lillies, stocks, and lcts of oesementr tlf former years and the asseveor pit,. them on the tat list. The
other things.
Widow end orphan are compelled to
"When I come home at night pay two or three per cent In tate,
and
and see the smoke coming of my kve on the remainder
Is suciTirsystem fair!
chimney and my boys waiting
for me at the gate, I tell you I Taxes, In a free **If-governed country, should he the least matter to woram pretty thankful."
ry atr(Pit and yet they can be made co
All )ou who have torpid liver, I n n, fair and irktom• they drive people
away and upep others from eomtng in.
weak dtge,.tion or constinted Thia.is happetift all
the thne in Kealook out for chills. The tucky.
,
We have a eking" to rSoibi
is
this
IS here' anti the air Is full
✓ill and If disregarded now we will
dtiseii-e germs _ The best pave to watt another five yeart_betore
,.• d
wet iftiur liver in It prevents itself again.
It la • clear duty to tote For title
c do • . itod purity tho
eenelltutIonal amendment at the No.
IlerNine timber election and everv entree la
IL answers dui state should vot• himself and onto
his noldithor to do the same it Ken.
•-. porpoise completely.
Price lucky Is ever to be dragge.I out of Ill
Bold by Dale & Stobbl4field lodoitud• and kept In th• front
mak
et program, proaborIty sad peace.
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Two more days on the Wadesboro
road.
Be there the 5th
AND
LOCAL
PERSONAL.
•
/
• and 6th
Saillb••+++++++++++++++
I
•
Complete a good undertaking
by helping finish the WadesElection day neit Thesday.
boro road next week, 5th and 6th.
Eggsare3Ocat
y.
•
- Why be CONST ATED when
A
taranteed
straight run
you can b
ER-LAX from
tlour t $4.50 i
cheap.
They
E.
D. MILL
have t at Ch ry.

Eggs.—Will pay
r dozen
$4.50
t a bbl of guaranteed
flour as
Best nd cheapest
as any straight for eggs.
grocers in
—Nat Gibbs &
run.
44.30 Nets best
patent'
P. P. Underwood, Cherry, Ky. S°n.
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Mrs. Rainey,
_ s

I

/Ma

aged

about „,60
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,Get hot and Cold drinks served!
in clean glasses at Miller's fourtam.
Everything kept clean

r.
.
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A BRONCHIAL COUGH

Mrs. M. H. Jagoe, assisted by
daughters,
Mrs. Clyde
After suffering for the past Downs, of Murray, and Mint
sevec..4 months from a paraletic Effie Gordon Jagoe, received instroke and heart trouble, Mr. formally Tuesday evening from
Lou B. Bogard, wife of Rev. , eight to ten o'clock ip honor of
R. C. Bogard, Methodist pastor Miss Alice Jagoe aid Mr. Jas.
of the Cadiz circuit, died at her, R. Bonner, whose marriage took
home here Monday about noon. place yesterday. The beautiful
Jagoe
home
was decorated
— Cadiz Record.
throughout with pink
roses,
ickling in the throat, hoarse- palms and ferns.
Many musical
ness, loss of voice, ir
At
ideate the selections were given a during
need of \kallard's
orehound'the eveninv by Mtge qbao,

her

and sanitary.

is wearing and dangerous because the inflamed,
mucus-filled tubes interfere with breathing and the
fresh air passes through that un
(thy tissue.
Firtallikk no other r
edy affords such prompt
and perma
re
as Scott's Emulsion; it
checks the coug
als the linings of the throat
and bronchial
es a
rengthens the lungs to
avert tubere otos. This p
cannot be empha•
sized too
ongly —that Sco
Emulsion has
been suppressing bronchids for oily years and
will help
.
Be care& to avoid substitutes and hoist on SCOTT'S.

r
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AT ANY DRUG STORE.

V

Murray

ve

Land Co.

er of neuralgia for 25 years. I
I have used every kind f remedy
Dectials for quick buy. on the market
and have been
ust be sold at once.
attended by the best physicians.
6 miles east of Mur- I I. bad severe pains in my back.
ublic road, good
a - and after taking only two doses
s, lies well, c e to'of Or. Doran's Analgesia last
L gain at night. I wa.
church.
elie-ved in a f w
!minutes, and r
ed bet
an
arm no. of town 2i I have from any
tment
in
m, well im- any time. I v.!'
mmend
Dr. Doran's Remedies t
my
ni
hop, 7 acres of friends, and all that readers of
inp:
n
good, this p.aper everywhere,
beat gI. ds in
JONES.

Tivos

ar

mas.

the-,

bargain...
irm near Blood

Murray, Ky.
This remedy is sold by Mrs.
river,
bottom, all improve- R. A. Howard, Farmington KY:
'
R. F. D.1. Box 43.
bargain at $900.
—
farm 1
miles north
Get the Ledger—I Per Yam.
part in bottom, good
Its, two good houscs,
CHRISTIAN MARTYRS GIVEN TO THE LIONS
-:ht right.
IIRISTIANITY is the.greatest fact in history. The early Christians endured martyrdom rather than forsake Principle. The
e a -lot of others.
picture shown herewith, from Ridpath's History, depicts 87,000 people assembled in the Coliseum at Rome to witness the
192-3
or Cumb. 157
Christian. given to the hone. In such a scene may be resd the inetit.Able doom of th• !inspire the( ruled the work!. The blood_ut .the Martyrs is the seed from which
e
ilssittian civilization sprang
If you would know the history Of mankind every sec-Hire toe principle. every Woggle for tiberty. ------------------------ ---terememt. trews
&swill of civilization down to the present time then embrace this splendid oppurs unity to plac• in your borne

-
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DYED _
ED
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History

of

the

or

be i*:Yet.

1)r. johtt-c-f-tric-RidpAtlitil-/miscrNifir recogniaxt as• Allitc.cilaellaraterst historian. The English speaking world has endorsed this work
-Ton,and every
as the only 1.1i-tory of the Worla wort ir haOing We have shipped this splendid yet Of books to delighted readers living in every State in ike -1.6
purchaser is more than satisfied. We tiaie only a few NM S remaining, brand new, beautifully bound in half morocco, which we offer at a vety low price and on easy terms.

Never kg-ari-n----Studii a Book Bargal-tr--as- Thisi
We will name our price and easy terms only in direct letters to. those seadiag the coupoa below. Tear off the coupon. write -ainee-and address plainly
Ridpatti is dead, his work 'is done. but his family derke their income from his History and to print
and mail now before yes foetjf,
No agent will call. Sample pages free.
ear price broadcart 1 r the sake of more luickly selling these-sets would cause great i•jury to future sales
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As the fa

manila -

increases so

President McKinley

;y Liver and
roubles of
stipation.

am Linlitter with the .rnentsof
I▪thIpath• History of the World. and cordially comresa a to the es-holar A. well
as to the iol,on petiple gener.sllt•-

STORY

0.

William J. Bryan
I•

•

LC)

.
s id • -Dr Itatp.sth.• Ilistssty of the World
Illoti..fitrnt to the, author's
- a 1.i.t
elligence and industry. It n thorough
..I comprehensive, anellefe he R. perm.
Rent help to an increasing number as
reference blasts.-

President

the time. Don't lay off
days by takin aidomel
• - Vereeto you
hi
'lie
your troubto take. Don't
tnd
el
can't afford
mons, ranses sysa constijui n. A nattural in it:: ac ons, sure
certain in re Its. It
iofore
Ver-Lax will
.lace eatomyt in every
can take it freely and
'etv. Every bottle guar$1 in bottles. 2%;one
the likeness and signaFur sale by

Warren

Boston l`niveretty. said
I
IA be
gist to sty it placed in the [Matts of ever.
young person in the United ,
7. tutes and
even in the I- eighth speaking world
In
familiet where there are hnght children it
will render escellent week* to the cause of
popular intelligence."

Vincent

Bishop

'R;O a Distort Is in cleat and
_
rigreasble sOle.. conspiehewsste
west reedsble tire and Admirable ip,. This ••[ of Itsoiss is • net,,A ,
irons
college chair of general Moors in ,fle
wee house
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R IDPATH13

Nine
Beautiful
Royal
Octs•o
Volumes

4,000 double column sages
2.000 superb illustrati•as

enviable position as an histonan is due to hi.

at. le. a .1% te it .0 her hieta•rian has ever equalled
Ile pictures the great hottotical mews as though 'they were happening before
your "pl.*. he carrion you with him to ace the battles of off 'in meet k Mr.
and queer.* and warrior.. .to oft In the Homan Senate, to march against Paladin
and Mei dark-skinned follow•re, to nail the Southern Sco with Drake, to clr
c untstsstgat• the globe with Magellan. to watch the 'Greek apearmen work
will the relit:an fiords-ft On the field of Marathon lie, combines absorb•
tng interest with supreme reliability

IDPATH throws the mantle
R
hietory. Atrianiter
Gorrian Alston
rims*Twinkler
is there

Alh of

the

of

•
of personality over the istrl heroew
patriot. warrior, statesnutn. diplomat
Xeraes. from his mountain rlat

ahipo
ram, sass Themistoclea with Oyes hundred „And fifty Greek
to mould
smash Ala reralan -Beet of over • t• sand sail and help perches
Rome
written
Si.. language in which this parlors, .s
Nero upon the greatest throe, on ea-. and so gets up • poor
ma/m•n'a same to %tend for eonntle•. centurion as the evn-.
FREE
nonym of savage. cruelty. Napoli,' 'i^t• Wat•rloo again
under your very eyes and reels ts•, •• the teen fact that
COUPON
at Idiot the end of his glided dreant • .s •*0,711.
••-•
,giliat
is there gr-tiff overbearing. • gilt.
IDPATH in your home means you need never spend a lonely- diplomatic
disdain at
ring laughing with itleoroe.•
world's
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*rose
oti
the
can
ltubt
with tbe
NI 5‘
evening. Nutt can
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France. Which •Ii.” "T1111 'hall not
•
Erase
free no more. You nut sit at the feet of le there **four-toluene to all tho wit-.
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S.' -tele.,
elocraten th• loftiest senior of the an tent world lt 1st ennobling fo commene thoughtful. proof as•strist the wiles"
II. r•
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To he .gaeo.-tated with great men and •vent• te, strategy •na the poisoned &arts
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with thee
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IDPATH.takes.you back to the dawn of history,•lonz before waled-Soar. or his t tr..
the pyranit.la of r.*Iit were built, d..wo through the romantic, troubled times
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THE WISER, THE SOONER!
Come talk
'
witir us about
the cost of building sheds
We'Sell at Right Pnces- LUIL
DEL LATH, POSTS, SHINGLES,
SASH and DOORS.

„7. ,Hood, Frazier & Dick
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Cod Liver oll and Iron hare proved
_._
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tt.• world has ever known—troa tor
Fair Wank* lb.
nd the medicinal curative
moments
cod liver oil as a stronittk
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THE MURRAY LEDGER BAD SidibiAar CHANGE IN OUR
0. J. JENNINGS,IA' Irmit.
TAX LAWS NEEDED
your.

emm."
atc•-•-.1
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ONE DOSE of
Ala yr's WaHer'11 Stcriacklts edy
Sk!eubdCer.L ince.l'as
Stilferins is Lliiii2U6:.- 3t1
Ilaaored at the postontee at Murray. Kentucky, for transmission through
the mails as secoerd olass *natter.

November

Surgeon General Blue, of the'pected to be operated on for
Veiled States Army, says there some trouble.—Cadiz Record.
is great danger in the slit skirt
Damfwe we don't believe this
sat course there is. There is al- young
fellow is in a bad shaps.
ways from 120 to 150 pounds of
eisaiger in each one of 'em. Af- Operating to remove trot"'
ter ISO pounds is reached, she's one of the most difficult
Am fat to be dangerous.---Silas- to modern surgery.
_
_
_
say Times.
'The Ledger cannot agree with
Caric•--Hetchle
rgeon General Blue or. friend.r.
Richardson either. The 120 to
Mayfield. Ky., Oct./$0 Priunds partly eons-staled in a neadaY .lmoralatr at 8
slit skirt is very seldom a dan. St Joseph's Church
"serous package. A wink or a Broadway, J. Lubie C
nod is generally all that is nee_ Miss Etta }tetchier w
sessary to subdue it. Try and in wedlock. The cere
ing performed by
• simi.
• Father O'Sullivan. T
If it ia not out of place, ..we is a prominent stock
d
desire to. remind those
GI
who- have- solarised She - fad Of'
•
painting monkeys on theirstockstngs near their knees, then dis-;
playing the exhibit through the
refrning medium of the slit
Many a Murray Riedel
skirt, that the trick will not
-sect any sane man's mind from Thankful- For This mat
the seepicion -that'the- Madetie sock ia-deeoratel by pretty:
mach the same kincL.,of animal.:
It your back -gives or
---Lexington Herald.
-Why not leave off the paint.: Becomes lame, weak.
-tress and-slit the skjrts just at If urinary troubles s
, Perhaps your kidney
fittie higher. Same effect.
a'bad ways
'
'----•
The evolution of modern dress: Doan's Kidney Pills
---- wide skirt, narrow skirt, short weak kidneys.
-sitisses tight skirt; 'hobble skirt, Local evidence - proski skid. taneo skirt, diaphah- merit.
•
•
sres skirt, no skirrat all?—HorMrs
sore:Record-.
- S-alr"Mend, Col. Henry law.'ray. Ky., sass. -I us(
rer.)e. editor of the Record, is fer very much from
as confirmed bachelor, but it is trouble. For years Ive
*he earnest desire of the Ledger to rest well.ank in the
ltfiest. he be permitted to gaze, I was all tired out. TI
without interruption. upon some me nervous and -Cass
"Seses:mber Morn" until his aches. :4 sight blurr
4/*.r are filled. I: is possible often got dizzy. WIler
tier that this slit skirt, no ed I had sharp - twing,t
4siritt, preposition will Ee thor- small,of my back. I
the fine results others
<seedy, settld in his
-frofrt Doan'a- Kidries Pi
• -Ahsett 2.3ii teams and wagons got a box.aesised
sae!5,-)0 men and boys worked good results. Nit tie
tsfse Ca:lovsay county end of the used
Doan's KI
Paitresh-Benton- Murray public
ever
I
have
red a s
rd Weinesday and the road- is-earapieted for about I; 1-2 miles turn of kid. ey trJuIllt
:o.W of Murray. The Calloway have kept the pain Lwa
eaaanty citizens..are-grading_ and
For sale by all dealer
-Nisi-cling as they go and will 50 cents. Foster:Mild
-have no work to do when they Buffalo, New York,setreach the end of the road.—Ca- far the United States.
eliz IteCOrd.
Remember -the name.
SiSss. 'Henry. had you ever —and take no other. .
theascht, its possible that we fellers over here in Calloway might Mier 40 Lonely years.— i
, sus o sive
The American Maga;
samosethin'-to do? • .
been
offering prizes for
- -- —
Coy Harris, a young map of letters entitled "Who .
wear Cerulean, went to Lours= Most Thankful For." '-. •
.41e Monday, ascompanied by wining letters are to
W. C. Hayden, where he ex- lished in the Novemb
er
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A Complete New Line of Victrolas
and Victor Records
Has—Just Been Installed.
Absolutely New .NIUSIC-foryour Player-Piano at the following
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aeon 1Se per lbs-s-Nit4,;-Csi".;'';:e0 2!('erlb
" 20 -murals Granulated Sugar for
.5-tyvind Eaoket of S.euivsirilt Lard for _65es.
2 Cans Corn .tor,171e. - ICans Hominy for'15c.
2 Cans Salmon_ 15e.
1 3-lb. Can Tomatoes 10e.
6 Cakes of Soap of an kind for
6 Boxes of Celluloid Starch for 25e.m.
Green Meadow Alfalfa Feed at $1.73 per WO N.
13k Coal Hed for 25c.
t
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